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MICHAEL JACOBSEN

It is at the buying group shows
where you can really feel the
pulse of the team sports industry.

The Beneﬁt of Doing What You Do Best
Group shows provide insight into how dealers are competing in 2017.

F

or so many of us in the team sports business, the end of one year and start of
another means packing the suitcase and
heading out on the road, either to buying
group shows, sales meetings or sport-speciﬁc
trade events. When you are in the magazine game,
it means going to most of them.
So the past month or so found our editorial and
sales staff ﬂying in and out of Nashville and Las
Vegas, Phoenix and Dallas, and others that I have
forgotten about. Believe me, you learn a lot about
the industry by being out there, whether it is
watching the more than 750 red-shirted sales pros
descend on almost 100 vendors at the BSN Sports
sales meeting or navigating the crowded aisles of
the Sports Inc. Fall Team Show a few weeks later.
It is at the buying group shows of Sports Inc.,
NBS and ADA where you can really feel the pulse
of the team sports industry. It is here that the
independent team dealer is learning how to compete in a business disrupted by forces beyond
their control – from BSN to Amazon, from vendors
selling direct to a few of those same vendors going
out of business.
These independents are on the front lines of
change — and the buying groups are providing
them with the vital support they need to compete. The power of group purchasing, technical
support and, perhaps above all, the camaraderie
developed among most long-time buying group
members allows them to stay in the game.
What I heard more than once was how important it is for the independent team dealer to focus
on what he does best. That can take the shape

of educational seminars for athletic directors,
coaches’ days, online team stores or in-house decorating. More often than not, what they do best
is about relationships — the long-term, personal,
local relationships that no website or national network can hope to replicate.
In addition to the buying group shows, there
were two other instances that brought this home.
The ﬁrst came in talking to the team dealers
included in the Three Generations articles that
starts on page 56. Each of them is more than
aware of how the business has changed and they
aren’t afraid of it. In most cases it is the third generation making the technical changes necessary
to stay relevant, building on the foundation laid

by the ﬁrst two generations.
Then I recently ran into a friend who is a team
dealer and naturally I asked what the competition
looked like these days. He said there has always
been change — where it used to be too many
local dealers selling the same schools, today it is a
national brand and Internet competition making it
easy for customers to stray.
This guy just keeps his head down, does what
he does best and keeps in constant contact with
his customers — and reads Team Insight every
issue, of course.
One thing he is doing differently is relying more
on his key vendors. He is increasingly leaning on
and supporting those who support him. He is
painfully aware of some of his once-reliable suppliers selling direct to accounts that he opened for
them; his response is to ﬁnd others willing to support him and the dealer channel.
Yes, team dealers are learning how to compete
in a changing market, one deﬁned by technology
and competition as well as by customers who
live in an Amazon world — they want what they
want when they want it. It takes a little something
extra to exist in this world and it all comes back to
doing what you do best. I am heartened by what I
saw at the buying group shows and those ﬁercely
independent team dealers who love what they do
in 2017. Q
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What’s Next for Health Care in America
And why team dealers need to pay close attention.

Change in
Washington
usually brings
the possibility,
indeed the
likelihood, of
changes to
our tax laws.
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By Mark Battersby

T

eam dealers really don’t like
change — things have been
working pretty well for a
them for a long time now.
But as small business owners, dealers are impacted by what goes on in
Washington and in case you haven’t
noticed, there’s a lot of change going
on this month — and throughout
2017.
Change in Washington usually
brings the possibility, indeed the
likelihood, of changes to our tax
laws. The election of Donald Trump
as the 45th President of the United
States is no exception. In his campaign, Trump highlighted several
tax reform goals that included the
often-repeated “Repeal and Replace
Obamacare.”
And, it is not just the new president who would like to see the
Affordable Care Act (Obamacare)

repealed, tax rates reduced and the
rules eased. Congress may get in the
act with their own proposals and
legislation that failed to pass earlier.
However, it increasingly appears
lawmakers will pass a “repeal” bill
in January that lays out at least a
two-year timeline for changing the
law, leaving independent team businesses to contend with the law for a
while longer.
The Small Business Tax Credit is
helping many small team businesses
afford the cost of employee health
care coverage and is speciﬁcally
targeted for those businesses with
low- and moderate-income workers.
Businesses with fewer than 25 fulltime equivalent employees (FTEs),
paying average annual wages below
$50,000 (indexed annually for inﬂation) and contributing 50 percent
or more toward their employees’
self-only health insurance premiums
may qualify for a Small Business
Tax credit. This credit is currently
available to eligible dealers purchasing coverage for their employees
through the the Small Business
Health Options Program (SHOP)
marketplace. It is worth up to 50
percent of the employer’s premium
costs (35 percent for tax-exempt
employers).
Even better, any small dealer/
employer not owing tax during the
year can carry the credit back or forward to other tax years. And since
the amount of the health insurance
premium payments are more than
the total credit, eligible businesses
can still claim a business expense
deduction excess premiums.
For the record, an employer with
50 or more full-time employees – or
equivalents – is considered to be
a “large” employer. But generally
team dealers ﬁt into the 50-or-fewer
category and are eligible to buy coverage through SHOP.
Regardless of size, however, all
employers providing self-insured
health coverage to their employees

must ﬁle an annual information
return for each employee they
cover. Employers with 50 or more
FTEs must ﬁle an annual information return that reports whether and
what health insurance they offered
employees.
Postponed, But Not Forgotten
Because a substantial number
of employers, insurers and others
required additional time beyond the
January 31, 2017 due date to prepare
the 2016 Forms 1095-B and 1095-C
required to be furnished to individuals, the due date for businesses and
health coverage providers to meet
their 2016 information-reporting
requirements has been extended 30
days by the IRS. According to the
IRS’s Notice 2016-70, the deadline
for providing individuals with 2016
forms reporting on offers of health
coverage and coverage provided
is now March 2, 2017, instead of
January 31. This pertains to Form
1095-B, Health Coverage, and Form
1095-C, Employer-Provided Health
Insurance Offer and Coverage.
Employers with fewer than 50
full-time employees that offer
health insurance coverage, as well
as health coverage providers, are
required to send Form 1095-B to
“members” of their health insurance plans. Individuals with that
minimum essential coverage are
not subject to the Individual Shared
Responsibility penalty.
Form 1095-C is used by businesses
with 50 or more full-time or full-timeequivalent employees. The form
indicates whether the employer
offered qualifying health coverage
to an employee, spouse and dependents for some or all months during
the year.
The IRS did not extend the
deadline for ﬁling the 2016 Form
1094-B (Transmittal of Health
Coverage Information Returns)
along with copies of Form 1095B, and Form 1094-C (Transmittal
teaminsightmag.com
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of Employer-Provided Health
Insurance Offer and Coverage
Information Returns) along with
copies of Form 1095-C. Employers
ﬁling these forms by mail will still
need to do so by February 28,
2017. Employers ﬁling electronically (as those submitting 250 or
more forms are required to do)
must do so by March 31.
Of course, while the ﬁling date
has not been extended, employers
can obtain a 30-day extension by
submitting Form 8809 (Application
for Extension of Time to File
Information Returns) by the due
date for the ACA information
returns.
A Little Relief
The IRS will extend relief from
penalties to employers that have
made “good-faith efforts” to comply
with the information-reporting
requirements. By “good faith” the
IRS means it will take into account
whether an employer made reasonable efforts to prepare and report
the required information to the IRS
and in furnishing it to employees.
SHOPping Around
The SHOP Marketplace is generally open to employers with one to
50 FTEs, although, in some states,
the SHOP Marketplace is open to
employers with as many as 100
employees. A team sports business with fewer than 25 employees
can qualify for a tax credit if it
buys insurance through the SHOP
Marketplace.
A sole proprietor or selfemployed dealer with no employees
can get coverage through the
Health Insurance Marketplace for
Individuals and Families, but not
through the SHOP Marketplace.
To use a SHOP Marketplace,
employers must offer coverage
to all full-time employees — generally deﬁned as those working
30 or more hours per week on
average. In many states, at least
70 percent of employees offered
coverage must accept the offer of
SHOP Marketplace coverage, or be
covered by another form of coverage, in order for the employer to
participate.
You Need to Consider...
Among the many ACA provisions
that every team sports business
owner and manager must currently
10 Team Insight / January 2017

Cheerleading
Goes to Court
keep in mind are:
UÊ «ÞiÀÊi>Ì Ê >ÀiÊ
Arrangements (Employer Payment
Plans): These generally include
those arrangements where the
employer does not have a health
insurance plan for its own employees, but instead reimburses them
for their premium payments.
Unfortunately, these arrangements
are frowned on by the ACA and may
be subject to $100 a day excise tax
per applicable employee (which is
$36,500 per year, per employee).
UÊ-Õ>ÀÞÊvÊ iiwÌÃÊ>`Ê
Coverage (SBCs) Disclosure Rules:
Employers are required to provide employees with a standard
Summary of Beneﬁts and Coverage

The amount of time
and money spent
tracking, talking,
monitoring, paying
ﬁnes and ﬁlling out
forms may be sharply
reduced under any
new or amended rules
that may be in the
ofﬁng — but not yet.
form that explains what their plan
covers and what it costs. The purpose of the SBC form is to help
employees better understand and
evaluate their health insurance
options. Penalties may be imposed
for non-compliance.
UÊ``Ì>Êi`V>ÀiÊ
Withholding on Wages: The ACA
increased the employee portion
of the Medicare Part A Hospital
Insurance (HI) withholdings by
.9-percent (from 1.45 percent
to 2.35 percent) on employees
with incomes of over $200,000
for single ﬁlers and $250,000
for married joint ﬁlers. It is the
employer’s obligation to withhold
this additional tax, which applies
only to wages in excess of these
thresholds.
UÊÌÃÊÊiÝLiÊ-«i`}Ê
Account Contributions: The maximum amount an employee may
elect to contribute to health care
ﬂexible spending arrangements
(FSAs) for any year is capped at
$2500, subject to cost-of-living
adjustments. Note that the limit
applies only to elective employee
contributions.

So, What’s Next?
Providing health care insurance is
essential for many dealers attempting to offer beneﬁts competitive
with big-box retailers or national
competitors. Thanks to sky-rocketing costs, however, many team
sports businesses have found it out
of reach. Instead, some have compensated by offering other perks,
such as a higher 401(k) match, more
paid time off and ﬂexible hours.
Throughout his campaign, Donald
Trump promised over and over to
replace Obamacare with “something
better.” At the risk of getting caught
up in further changes, here’s what
that might look like:
UÊ ÝV >}iÃÊÜÊ}Ê>Ü>Þ°Ê/ iÊ
state-based exchanges, marketplaces where Americans can shop
for insurance under the ACA, have
proved fairly unpopular. Efforts to
both repeal and replace will likely
dismantle them.
UÊÃÕÀiÀÃÊÜÊLiÊ>Üi`ÊÌÊÃiÊ
insurance across state lines. This
is almost guaranteed to happen,
as Trump promised that he would
allow consumers to buy insurance
from states without laws that,
say, require insurance to cover
chiropractic. This would increase
competition and give consumers a
wider range of affordable options.
UÊ/ iÊi«ÞiÀÊ>`>ÌiÊÜÊ
vanish. Some businesses have
long chafed at the requirement to
offer an insurance beneﬁt if they
have 50 employees or more. With
a pro-small-business, anti-regulation president, this rule is bound to
disappear.
UÊ «ÞiÀÃÊ>ÞÊ >ÛiÊÌÊ«>ÞÊ
taxes on the health insurance they
offer employees.
UÊ/Ê`ÃVÕÀ>}iÊi«ÞiÀÃÊvÀÊ
offering employees (usually top
executives) overly generous health
plans, Obamacare includes a 40
percent “Cadillac tax” on high-cost
employer plans. The new administration or Congress will likely junk
it and replace it with a plan that
would disallow tax deductions for
employee plans costing more than
$8000 per year for an individual or
$20,000 per year for a family.
Finally, the amount of time and
money spent tracking, talking,
monitoring, paying ﬁnes and ﬁlling
out forms may be sharply reduced
under any new or amended rules
that may be in the ofﬁng -— but
not yet. Q

When does a cheerleader uniform go beyond just being a uniform to become a trademarked
design? That question is before
the U.S. Supreme Court and the
answer should be known in June.
The issue came to a head late
last year as part of a Supreme
Court debate in a case about
cheerleader uniforms, when the
high court considered when the
design elements of clothing can be
eligible for copyright protection.
According to a report in the
Wall Street Journal, designs that
are central to the useful functions
of a garment can’t form the basis
for copyrights, which are typically
associated with original, artistic
works. But if the aesthetics built
into the clothing are original and
separate from the apparel’s utility,
the designer can seek to claim a
copyright.
It all started when Varsity Brands
claimed back in 2010 that its
distinctive designs with stripes,
zigzags and color patterns are
on the artful side of the line and
sued another manufacturer, Star
Athletica, for infringing its copyrighted designs.
In response, Star alleged that
Varsity was improperly seeking
a copyright monopoly on cheerleader uniform designs. The stripes
and zigzags are what actually
signal to viewers that the people
wearing the garments are cheerleaders, the company argues.
That argument was apparently
supported by Chief Justice John
Roberts, who said, “The design
on a lunchbox doesn’t make the
lunchbox a lunchbox. It’s still
a lunchbox. But the design on
a cheerleading uniform is what
makes it a cheerleading uniform,
as opposed to a plain dress.”
As usual on the other side of
the argument, Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg said Varsity’s designs
“may not be like Mondrian” but
nevertheless are “a two-dimensional artwork. The pictorial graphic element is not part of the design
of the cheerleader’s uniform. It’s
superimposed on it.”
This is a case that goes beyond
mere cheerleader uniforms and
the fashion industry is supporting Varsity in the case, arguing
in friend-of-the-court briefs that
copyrights protect their creative
endeavors and serve as a check
against piracy.
A ruling is expected by the end
of June. Q
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NFHS Study:
Specialization
Equals More Injuries

Team Sports Trending Up
One cloud on the horizon is a decrease in core participants.

Rushing Gain: An increase in football participation is good news for dealers.

F

irst the good news: Overall
team sports participation
in the U.S. has reached its
highest point – roughly 29
million children -- since 2011. The
bad? Core participation in team
sports unexpectedly declined.
These ﬁndings are courtesy
of the recently released Sports
& Fitness Industry Association’s
(SFIA) “2016 U.S. Trends in Team
Sports Report,” which points out
that the decline in core participation (those that play a certain sport
a minimum number of days each
year) is signiﬁcant because these
dedicated team sports participants are the main customers for
team dealers and sports retailers
around the country. The shift
from core to casual participation
marks one of the most signiﬁcant
changes in American sports over
the past 10 years.
“It’s a paradox because we know
that specialization is driving up
participation intensity for many
athletes, but those same factors
also seem to be driving other
people away,” says Tom Cove, SFIA
president and CEO.
The changing landscape of how
people participate in team sports
has beneﬁted niche sports such
as lacrosse, rugby, roller hockey
and ﬁeld hockey, which are continuing to experience the greatest
participation increases over the
past ﬁve years.
The ﬁndings highlighted in this
12 Team Insight / January 2017

report break down participation
trends across 24 team sports by
age, gender, ethnicity and income.
All data included in the “2016 U.S.
Trends in Team Sports Report” was
collected in 2015.
From 2010-2015, the ﬁve team
sports with the largest increases in
participation are lacrosse (a 47 percent increase), rugby (43 percent),
roller hockey (39 percent), ﬁeld
hockey (32 percent) and ice hockey
(19 percent).
From 2010-2015, the ﬁve team
sports with the largest decreases in
participation are touch football (25
percent decrease), wrestling (22
percent), grass volleyball (18 percent), paintball (18 percent), and
slow-pitch softball (16 percent).
From a big picture perspective,
the top ﬁve most popular team
sports in the U.S. are basketball
(23.4 million participants), baseball (13.7 million), outdoor soccer
(12.6 million), slow-pitch softball
(7.1 million) and touch football (6.5
million).
Another interesting ﬁnding from
the SFIA study is that team sports
participation by children ages six
to 17 has risen by ﬁve percent
since 2010, yet the number of
sports played by this age group
has decreased, which conﬁrms
the ongoing presence of sports
specialization.
When looking at the number of
team sports participants at each
age level in the six to 17-year-old

age range, 12-year olds are the
largest percentage of the athletes
— 10.3 percent. On a sport-by-sport
basis, the SFIA study reveals that
in the sport of baseball, eight-yearolds are the biggest contingent
(17.3 percent) among six-17 year
olds; in basketball, there are more
12-year-old children in the sport
than any other age group; in outdoor soccer, six-year-olds lead the
way; and in tackle football, participation hits its peak at age 14.
To combat the declining number
of youngsters playing team sports,
extraordinary efforts have been
made by the four major professional sports leagues (for instance,
MLB’s Play Ball program), various
non-proﬁt organizations (such
as PHIT America and KIDS in the
GAME), people in the health and
medical ﬁeld, and the media. As
a result of those efforts, team
sports participation saw a positive
one-year growth (2014-2015) in
traditional team sports such as basketball (up 1.5 percent), baseball
(up 4.3 percent) and – perhaps the
best news for team dealers ¬– even
tackle football was up 4.1 percent).
One ﬁnal statistic worth sharing
has to do with gender participation
in team sports. Of the 24 team
sports in the SFIA report, there
are more female than male participants in ﬁve of those sports
— cheerleading, gymnastics,
fast-pitch softball, swimming on a
team and court volleyball. Q

Young athletes who specialize in one sport at an early
age are more susceptible to
injuries, according to a study
conducted by the University of
Wisconsin School of Medicine
and Public Health and funded by
the National Federation of State
High School Associations (NFHS)
Foundation. The main takeaway:
High school athletes who specialize in a single sport sustain lower
extremity injuries at significantly
higher rates than athletes who do
not specialize in one sport.
The study was conducted
throughout the 2015-16 school
year at 29 high schools in
Wisconsin involving more than
1500 student-athletes equally
divided between male and female
participants. In the main findings, athletes who specialized
in one sport were twice as likely
to report previously sustaining
a lower extremity injury while
participating in sports than athletes who did not specialize. In
addition, specialized athletes
sustained 60 percent more new
lower extremity injuries during the
study than athletes who did not
specialize.
“While we have long believed
that sport specialization by high
school athletes leads to an
increased risk of overuse injury,
this study confirms those beliefs
about the potential risks of
sport specialization,” says Bob
Gardner, NFHS executive director. “Coaches, parents and student-athletes need to be aware
of the injury risks involved with an
over-emphasis in a single sport.”
In addition, the study found
that specialized athletes were
twice as likely to sustain a gradual onset/repetitive-use injury than
athletes who did not specialize.
Almost 50 percent of the
student-athletes involved in the
survey indicated they participated on a club team outside the
school setting, and 15 percent
of those individuals did so while
simultaneously competing in a
different sport within the school.
Seventeen percent of the student-athletes indicated that they
took part in 60 or more primary
sport competitions (school and
club) in a single year. Among
those student-athletes in this
group who sustained new lower
extremity injuries during the year,
27 percent were athletes who
specialized in one sport. Q
teaminsightmag.com

A Sports Retailer Makes His Own Statement

A

midst all the rhetoric and protests of a
controversial and very personal election season, and as Colin Kaepernick
and other professional athletes were
kneeling in protest of America’s national anthem,
Stephen Martin, owner of Prime Time Sports
in Colorado Springs, CO, made his own very
personal statement.
For Martin the tipping point came when
Brandon Marshall of the Denver Broncos refused
to stand for the anthem. Immediately, Martin
cancelled Marshall’s scheduled autograph
signing event in his store.
But, according to a report in the local paper,
Martin wasn’t done. He promptly put out a post
on Facebook respectfully disagreeing with the
disrespect of the nation’s ﬂag and anthem,
then proceeded to explain just what the ﬂag
means to him, and the sacriﬁce of all the men
and women who have fought for it.
Taking it a step further, Martin invited people
to send photos of their loved ones who are
veterans, in active service, or who have been
injured or given their lives in the line of duty.

The photos poured in from all across the country and Martin taped them to his store front
window. Each day he also posted photos of
the progress.
“I decided to cancel [the Brandon Marshall]
event and soon after my store phones and social
media pages were lit up with the kind of words
that no business owner ever wants to hear,”
Martin wrote on his Facebook page. “I respect
Brandon Marshall’s freedom of expression, but
I question his method of delivery. I agree that
his concerns need to be addressed, but not at
the expense of our ﬂag and what it represents.”
After telling the story of his wife’s father,
who survived the Bataan Death March in World
War II, Martin said simply, “This store owner
believes that the simple act of standing during
our national anthem is a noble and responsible
gesture that salutes our nation and the military
that protects it. Now I want to stand up and
hear the voice of the American Flag and I need
your help.”
Judging from the response (see photos) others
felt compelled to stand up with him. Q

Wall of Honor: Prime
Time Sports honors the
military in its own way.

Be the hero.
We understand how stressful selling gear to teams can be.
Let us show you a better way.

The Quick Start Plan
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2. Try it for free
We’ll launch & promote a store for you

3. Sell online
You’ll have happier coaches & parents

Call 214-945-4000 to learn how
we can immediately make your life easier.
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FSG America – A new way to buy sublimation
Uniform manufacturer gives team dealers their own ‘turnkey’ private label brand.
The problem is simple – how do you protect margin in a crowded
environment with hundreds of competitors. Every team dealer knows
the feeling as they watch their competitors continue to lower prices
— it is quite literally a race to zero!
The answer to this challenge is actually quite simple — sell items that
no one else does. If you do this then there is no one to compete with

you and you are selling YOUR OWN BRAND. While that sounds simple
enough, the challenges for team dealers large and small are extremely
daunting, if not near impossible.
Enter FSG America – the company that can provide team dealers with
their own brand. FSG America can do this because it has turned the
entire process of overseas sourcing upside down.

THE FSG STORY

FSG America
has developed a line of
team apparel for every
major sport.

FSG America is the North American ofﬁce of Fancy Sports Gear,
headquartered in Jiashan, China, the largest supplier of sublimated team
uniforms in the world and an ISO9001 quality certiﬁed facility. In order to
expand into the U.S. market – and knowing that the average team dealer
has neither the time nor the resources to go overseas – Fancy Sports Gear’s
owner, Frank Suen, partnered with Ken Kennedy, an industry veteran who
ran the exclusive Nike Team Dealer business in Canada for many years.
Kennedy surveyed the needs of team dealers and developed a line of
products produced in China and delivered to the U.S. for every major sport
encompassing a variety of price points. This is the FSG advantage.

Improvements over existing team apparel lines range
from better fabrics and better threads to improved
sewing and deeper and more consistent sublimation.
“The quality of the entire line is quite literally without equal,” says
Kennedy. “When dealers see the products for the ﬁrst time they shake their
heads and very often wonder what the catch is. They comment that this is
better than any major brand they have seen.”
Improvements over existing team apparel lines range from better fabrics
and better threads to improved sewing and deeper and more consistent
sublimation.
The ﬁnal beneﬁt: Dealers do not have to negotiate overseas freight rates,
work at all hours answering overseas emails or deal with customs, duties or
brokerage. One price makes costing and commission calculation that much
easier.
On top of all that comes a commitment to delivery and local support. FSG
has invested millions of dollars in enhancing capacity to ensure reasonable
time lines are met and all of its uniforms are either delivered to the team
dealer or direct to the customer — it’s part of the price.

Why Private Label?
Private labels dominate shelf space in virtually every retail
category today — now the same is possible in the team
business. FSG is providing team dealers with a turnkey private
label approach by providing the tools needed to implement
their own brand strategy. FSG has developed uniforms for
every major sport, along with a complete spirit wear offering
to augment the uniforms and the back-end support to get the
program off the ground. This includes an art department that
can take your blank canvas and turn it into a one-of-a-kind
uniform statement.

The FSG Value
FSG does not sell on price — anyone can sell for less. Rather,
FSG focuses on value, because that’s what sells in the team
business. Value is defined as the balance between product,
price and delivery. In this regard FSG has no equal. Overseas
pricing coupled with domestic convenience and outstanding
delivery make FSG the perfect choice for progressive team
dealers looking to get ahead.
The cost to develop your own brand across a wide variety of
sports is astronomical and beyond the reach of almost all team
dealers. Here’s what FSG can do for you to get your private
label line off the ground and into your customers’ hands:
People rarely consider the hidden costs of developing even
an individual item. Just a short itemization of those costs
include – finding a reputable supplier (they all say they are),
sending samples of the patterns you want including sizes
for every piece and ensuring the proper fabric and sewing
techniques are employed.
Each and every design can often add up to thousands
of dollars when you factor time, freight, etc. All of that
development can be wasted if the supplier suddenly doesn’t
work out.

FSG America
1-844-252-8326
sales@fsgamerica.com
ADVERTISEMENT
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SALES PITCH

Play Ball: Baseball retains its hold on America’s youth.
teaminsightmag.com

DEALERS FACE A FULL COUNT OF ISSUES WHEN IT COMES TO SELLING BASEBALL.

By Mike May

A

quick quiz for our readers:
Which of these three events
will impact team dealers
more in the coming year?
1. The Chicago Cubs open the
2017 MLB season as World Series
champions.
2. For the ﬁrst time since 1950 Vin
Scully will not be calling Dodgers
games.
3. Youth baseball players will
start using bats with a new performance standard late this summer
— they go on sale on September 1
and become mandatory equipment
starting January 1, 2018, less than a
year from now.
Obviously, with the possible
exception of some fans in Chicago
and Los Angeles, number three is
most important for the team dealer
business in 2017. Just as they did
a few seasons back when bat standards ﬁrst underwent a drastic
revision, this latest requirement
has the potential to be a real gamechanger. (For more see page TK.)
Whatever the bat impact ends up
being for dealers, baseball remains
a key sport – usually number one
or two on the bottom line – and
dealers remain that all-important
link between manufacturers and
end users. They are in touch with
parents, coaches, league administrators and tournament organizers
at the grassroots level and they
understand the state of the game
across America.
“In southwest Minnesota, baseball is in pretty good shape,” says
Chad Wyffels, owner of Borch’s
Sporting Goods, Marshall, MN.
“The game of baseball can be
cost-prohibitive if players feel the
pressure to get all the accessories
— a bat bag, three bats, Under
Armour or Nike cleats, an expensive glove and a personal batting
helmet.”
But he says that his local
teaminsightmag.com

recreation leagues do a good job of
providing the basics of what every
team really needs, requiring just a
glove and a pair of cleats to play.
Although this doesn’t lead to a lot
of sales, it does help with participation. “For the most part, in our
area baseball is very cost-friendly,”
Wyffels says.
In Grants Pass, OR, baseball
is really quite strong, according
to Aaron Yarrish, manager at
Competitive Athletics, with participation healthy in all levels, even
the old guys. “Our 55-plus league
is quite popular,” he says, calling it
the Relics League. “Senior baseball
is big in the Northwest.”
Yarrish attributes the recent
surge in baseball’s popularity to
the success of the Oregon State
University baseball team. “The success of the Beavers baseball team
has given local children someone to
look up to,” he says.
In the Florida panhandle, meanwhile, “baseball is a pretty big
deal,” according to David Bowen,
owner of David Bowen Sporting
Goods, Pensacola, FL. But while he
expects sales to be strong in 2017,
he is concerned about the longterm impact of travel baseball.
“I am troubled that travel baseball draws too many players out
of local recreation leagues, which
weakens those leagues and negatively impacts the chance for other
young players to play baseball,”
he says. “When good players leave
local leagues, we also lose access to
involved parents and good coaches.
As a result, the quality of local baseball leagues suffers, parents are
not happy and their children stop
playing because the quality of the
baseball experience suffers.”
In south Florida, the baseball
business will improve for smaller
team dealers because of the departure of retail giant Sports Authority,
according to Kevin Licata, manager
of Medallion’s Sporting Goods,

Jupiter, FL.
“I’m pretty optimistic about my
baseball business in 2017,” says
Licata. “My local rec numbers are
not dropping.”
Licata admits that lacrosse continues to entice young athletes
away from baseball, which is good
for his lacrosse business, but bad
for baseball.
Not All Shiny on the Diamond
Believe it or not, baseball doesn’t
thrive in all parts of the U.S.
In Alamosa, CO, not many people
are playing or buying baseball
because of the city’s geographic
proximity in the mountains that
makes it more conducive to hiking,
backpacking, mountain biking and
winter sports.
“Baseball is not a big sport for
us,” reports Bob Carlucci, owner of
Colorado Sports. “We just sell to a
few high schools and colleges.”
Between the rough, mountainous
terrain and the uncertain weather,
baseball will never be a major sales
category for Carlucci’s Alamosa
business, but at his second store
in Pueblo, CO, he reports a strong
baseball business in 2017.
In Fayetteville, NC, 2017 should
be a strong year in baseball sales
as the vast majority of baseball
teams in that area make a beeline
for Clark Sporting Goods. And,
according to owner Jimmy Keefe,
if a baseball team or player wants
something that is not in stock, the
Keefe’s team will get it for them.
The business for Clark Sporting
Goods comes from local rec teams,
local high schools, area colleges
and the local collegiate summer
league team, the Fayetteville
SwampDogs. Clark Sporting Goods
caters to its clients through a single
storefront and an online presence.
In the greater Detroit area, the
baseball business is thriving — and
it really takes off when the Detroit
Tigers are winning.

According to Dan Burke, owner
of Burke’s Sport Haven, Eastpointe,
MI, many youth baseball players
like to play like the Tigers — and
dress like the Tigers. The result:
Baseball is the top-selling category
for Burke’s Sport Haven.
“We stay wired in with the local
baseball community,” he says. “We
go to meetings, stay connected
with league administrators, we are
proactive and we provide the best
service. If you sit around waiting
for the phone to ring, you’re in
trouble.”
Without a doubt, the soon-to-beintroduced new youth baseball bat
performance standard will negatively impact youth baseball bat
sales in 2017, but youth baseball
bat sales in 2018 should be strong.
“We’ll still sell uniforms and baseballs, so 2017 will be a good year
for us,” adds Burke. “Overall, we’ll
be ﬁne.”
The High School Scene
Despite many reports to the
contrary, America’s Pastime
remains ﬁrmly entrenched on
high school campuses across the
country. According to the most
recent research from the National
Federation of State High School
Associations (NFHS), baseball is
the third most popular high school
sport in the U.S., from the point of
view of the number of schools that
sponsor a team, as 15,956 schools
have a high school baseball team.
(The top two high school sports are
basketball and outdoor track and
ﬁeld).
From a participation perspective,
baseball is the fourth most popular
high school sport in the U.S., with
488,815 players, behind only football, outdoor track and ﬁeld and
basketball.
It’s worth noting that another
1290 girls from 254 high schools
also play baseball.
The 10 most popular states
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for high school baseball are
Texas, California, Illinois, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New York, Florida,
Michigan, New Jersey and Missouri.
Yet as popular as high school baseball is right now, there are three
states – Montana, South Dakota,
and Wyoming – that don’t even
have high school baseball for boys,
as governed by the NFHS.
For the most part, the NFHS is
delighted with the current state of
high school baseball, which has
one of the lowest rates of injury of
any high school sport.
“High school baseball is in great
shape because of excellent coaching, consistent ofﬁciating, great
young players and wonderful
equipment,” says Elliot Hopkins,
baseball rules editor for NFHS.
“Technology and creative fabric
design have merged to produce
energy-efﬁcient products so our
students can feel and perform
effectively. We welcome collaboration with manufacturers to
continue to improve the game with
safe and innovative products.”
Governing the Game
The goal of every governing body
in any sport is to make sure that
its participants have a safe and
enjoyable experience while playing
their sport. This is especially true
in baseball at the youth and high
school level.
“Beginning in 2017, Little League
will begin to roll out some new
rules and regulations that focus
on helping make the games of
baseball and softball more active,
fast-paced and centered in fair play
and sportsmanship,” says Steve
Keener, president and CEO of Little
League Baseball, which oversees
nearly 2.4 million participants from
80 countries. Among the rule points
of emphasis: Keeping a foot in the
batter’s box, the intentional walk
and providing umpires guidance
regarding unsportsmanlike
behavior.
“Babe Ruth League has
historically implemented safety
innovations over the years to
ensure our participants are
provided with a safe, healthy,
educational and enjoyable
environment in which to enjoy
the game of baseball,” says Steve
Tellefsen, president and CEO
of Babe Ruth League. “As we
continue to work to keep the
game safe and enjoyable for all
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participants, we feel protecting
youth pitchers’ arms is extremely
important.”
One major change Babe Ruth
League is implementing for 2017
is mandating a pitch count and
pitcher rest requirements for
tournament competition. The
requirements are designed to minimize and/or prevent serious arm
injuries to youth players. Also, in
line with safety, Babe Ruth League
is eliminating the use of chrome or
mirror-like surface batting helmets
due to their distracting nature.
“I applaud the NFHS as well as
the youth baseball organizations
that have implemented 2017 season
pitch count rules instead of the
traditional innings pitched rules,”
says Sandy Jones, commissioner of
Dixie Boys Baseball. “This is very
positive news for our sport.” Dixie
Boys Baseball, Jones points out, initiated pitch counts beginning with
the 2008 season.
“We are moving into the next
generation of players who will have
their arms closely monitored,” says
the NFHS’ Hopkins. “We have established that every state association
shall have a pitching restriction
based on the number of pitches
thrown.”
At Pony Baseball, the goal is to
get players actively engaged in the
game of baseball in order to have a
great baseball experience, according to Abe Key, president of Pony
Baseball & Softball.
“We are creating an atmosphere
to learn more about how to play
baseball,” says Key. “Our focus is
on the youngest players, ages four
to 10. Last year, we grew by 1000
teams in our younger age groups.”
“One of the biggest goals at
Baseball For All -- which provides
baseball playing opportunities speciﬁcally for girls -- is to constantly
remind young girls that baseball
can be a great athletic outlet for
them, too,” says Justine Siegel,
founder of Baseball for All, which
is based in Boston, MA.
“The sport is not the exclusive
domain of men and boys,” she
adds. “Too often girls are told
they should quit baseball because
they are girls. We have girls of all
ages playing baseball, plus female
umpires and coaches. Everywhere
they look, our girls can see there
is a place for them in baseball and
that gives them hope and a sense
of validation.” Q

Baseball by the Numbers
There are 13.7 million baseball players in the U.S., ranking baseball as the second most popular team sport in the U.S. behind only
basketball, according to research from the Sports & Fitness Industry
Association (SFIA). While there are a total of 13.7 million baseball
players in the U.S., 11.1 million of them are male and 2.6 million of
them are female.
That female ﬁgure on baseball participation is not a typo.
“Girls playing baseball is on the rise,” says Justine Siegel,
founder of Baseball for All. “This past summer we had the
Women’s Baseball World Cup with 12 participating countries. And
in 2015, women’s baseball was included for the first time in the
Pan Am Games. The demand for girls playing baseball with other
girls is there.”
Many other numbers tell the story of America’s Pastime in 2017:
s /F THE  MILLION BASEBALL PLAYERS NEARLY  PERCENT OF THEM
(8.9 million) are core participants who play 13 or more days a year.
s )TS WORTH NOTING THAT  PERCENT OF CORE BASEBALL PLAYERS ARE
male and 72 percent are under the age of 24.
s /VERALL PARTICIPATION HAS BEEN SOMEWHAT MERCURIAL IN RECENT
years. For instance, in 2010 there were 14.2 million baseball players in the U.S., which would indicate that participation in baseball
HAS DROPPED  PERCENT SINCE  /N THE OTHER HAND THERE
were 12.9 million baseball players in the U.S. in 2012, which
would indicate that participation in baseball has risen by 6.2 percent since 2012.
s !LSO FROM  TO  BASEBALL IS ONE OF NINE TEAM SPORTS IN
THE 53 TO HAVE HAD AN INCREASE IN PARTICIPATION OF AT LEAST FOUR PERcent. In the case of baseball, participation rose from 13.1 million in
2014 to 13.7 million in 2015.
s 4HE TOP TWO AGE GROUPS FOR BASEBALL PARTICIPATION IN THE 53 ARE
six-12 year olds and 13-17 year olds. Combined, the two age groups
account for 52.6 percent of all baseball players in the U.S.
s /F THE NINE GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS IN THE 53 THE TOP TWO REGIONS
for participation are the South Atlantic and the Middle Atlantic.
Combined, those two regions represent just under 40 percent of all
baseball players.
s &ROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME  PERCENT OF ALL
baseball players in the U.S. come from households whose incomes
are at least $100,000 per year.
s !CCORDING TO SALES lGURES FROM 3&)!S -ANUFACTURERS 3ALES BY
Category Report, wholesale sales of baseball equipment (bats, baseBALLS BATTING GLOVES AND PROTECTIVE GEAR IN THE 53 IN  WERE
$508 million. In 2015, sales of team uniforms for baseball were $377
million and sales of baseball cleats were $271.6 million. Q
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Now at Bat — New Bats (Again)
The major players debate the pros and cons of the new bat standards.

T

he biggest baseball bat market in the
world is the youth baseball bat market in
the United States. And it is again in for an
upheaval.
The current performance standard – 1.15 BPF –
has been in place for roughly 25 years. But times
are changing in youth baseball and just as the
college and high school markets adopted a woodlike performance standard (known as BBCOR)
a few years ago, the six main youth baseball
governing bodies – Little League, Pony, Babe
Ruth, Dixie Youth Baseball, American Amateur
Baseball Congress and the AAU – have approved
their own wood-like standard on youth bats.
Commonly referred to as the new USA Baseball
Standard, or USABat, the new standard becomes
the law of the land on January 1, 2018, but the
bats can start being sold to the general public as
early as September.
These changes will have a profound impact on
the team dealers — softer bat sales and lower
margins in 2017 as inventories are liquidated, with
a surge in 2018 as the mandate takes effect.
“Beginning with the launch in 2018, we will
take another step forward in making our game
more uniform at the youth level and ensuring the
long-term integrity of the game,” explains USA
Baseball executive director and CEO Paul Seiler.
Seiler adds that the new standard will not have
a drop-weight limit, so young players can use bats
made with lightweight materials.
Adding to the confusion, another governing
body, USSSA, is not changing to the more
conservative standard. It will continue with the
1.15 BPF performance standard. The USSSA caters
primarily to the travel or tournament player.
According to USSSA’s published position on this
issue, the group has been asked repeatedly about
the idea of lowering its youth bat performance
standard to the new USA Baseball Standard. Each
time it has opted to stay put and in a prepared
statement USSSA recently explained its position
on the issue:
“USSSA has had a formal 1.15 BPF standard for
baseball bats used in 14U and below for over 10
years and a formal 1.20 BPF standard for softball
bats for over 20 years. Under its BPF standards,
USSSA Baseball and Softball sanctioned events
are played at a near perfect competitive balance
for defense and offense that has led to continued
dramatic growth in USSSA Baseball and Softball
sanctioned events. In the view of USSSA, to lower
the current bat performance standards at this time
would harm the competitive balance and drive
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down participation. In addition, with over 20 years
of insurance and playing history under its BPF
performance standards, USSSA is in the unique
position of having the historical data to determine
the actual accident/injury levels of its sports.”
Despite those compelling arguments, the other
organizations are going forward with their plans
for change to the new standard and the adoption
of this new youth bat performance standard by
USA Baseball means that the majority of baseballplaying children under the age of 12 will be using
a new bat in 2018 that may not have as much
Batter Up:
A new youth
wood-like bat
standard will
impact the
team business
in 2017-18.

“pop” as their current bats because it’s a woodlike performance standard. Everyone involves
expects a steep learning curve.
“Any time you introduce something new in
sports, it can take a while in order for people
to embrace the new standard,” admits Russell
Hartford, director of USABat for USA Baseball.
But he is conﬁdent players will adapt. “These new
bats will be durable and long lasting.”
In some respects, the new performance bat
represents uncharted waters for every entity that
caters to the youth baseball market. It will be up
to the industry to pave the way.
“Our bat team has worked tirelessly on
developing the highest performing bat for this
new standard,” says Mike Thompson, executive
VP–marketing for Rawlings Sporting Goods. “We
did it once before when BBCOR came into play
and, no doubt, we have to do it again for USA
Baseball.”

Thompson says the company is working with
its partners and customers to educate dealers,
as well as the end consumer, about how this will
affect the bats young players will be using for the
2018 season.
“This new regulation will cause a lot of
confusion in the market and push more kids
into travel ball where they can have more
success with better-performing bats,” says Kurt
Ainsworth, CEO of Marucci Sports. It’s worth
noting that Marucci will not be producing a youth
bat at the new performance standard.
“The transition presents real challenges for
everybody involved,” says Jay Helmick, senior
VP at Axe Bat. “Manufacturers are having to deal
with new constructions, retailers are struggling
to understand what to carry and parents are left
trying to ﬁgure out what it all means for their
child and their budget. This change could even
negatively impact participation if players become
discouraged that they’re not able to hit the ball as
far because of the new performance limits.”
But Helmick believes that there may be a
silver lining in the situation for manufacturers
and dealers. “We also see it as an opportunity
to introduce players to the beneﬁts of our Axe
handle,” he adds.
The adoption of the new youth bat standard
has generated mixed reactions from team dealers.
“With any change, there’s going to be a period
of transition,” says Aaron Yarrish, manager at
Competitive Athletics. “After the players get used
to the new standard, it won’t slow them down.”
“I think it’s a horrible idea,” says David Bowen,
of David Bowen Sporting Goods. “With the
stroke of a pen, some of my existing inventory
(youth bats) will be deemed illegal.”
“I should sell the majority of my existing youth
bats by the time the new standard starts,” says
Kevin Licata, of Medallion’s Sporting Goods.
“For any bats that I don’t sell, I will reduce the
price down to $15-20 per bat and they will be
used as batting practice and cage bats.”
Dan Burke, of Burke’s Sport Haven, maintains
a neutral stance on the USABat standard.
“There is a plus and a minus,” says Burke.
“The plus is that players will be able to use the
big barrel bat. The minus is that the bat is losing
some punch and power. But the bigger barrel
increases the chance of the player making contact
with the ball.”
Will some youngsters start using a wood bat
instead of their new wood-like non-wood bats?
That’s a debate for another story. Q
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5 DIAMONDS
In addition to the new youth baseball bat standards set to go in effect less than a year from now,
there are many factors impacting the baseball business in America, both at the youth and higher
levels. So let’s take a look at ﬁve issues impacting the sport in 2017 — participation, pace of play,
travel/select ball, technology and the sport’s competitive challenges. — Mike May

1. Baseball Participation
It goes without saying that when participation
in baseball is strong, team dealers and vendors
are happy. Not so much when the trend is downwards. So where is the sport as the new year
begins? Everyone has an opinion.
“One of the biggest challenges that all youth
sports organizations face is a decline in the participation,” says Steve Keener, president and
CEO of Little League Baseball, which oversees
nearly 2.4 million participants from 80 countries.
“Participation is certainly on the minds of
everyone,” agrees Mike Thompson, executive
VP–marketing, for Rawlings Sporting Goods. “We
have seen a positive shift in the past few years,
but I don’t believe anyone is satisﬁed with the
current participation levels. We all would love to
get back to the participation levels of 10 years
ago.”
To some, emphasizing the “fun factor” in baseball is the key to the growth of the game.
“The game of baseball has to be fun,” insists
Dick Grapenthin, founder/CEO of BoneChip
Enterprises, a sports management and sourcing
consulting company, Alpharetta, GA. (Grapenthin
is a longtime industry baseball executive with
Easton, Mizuno and Louisville Slugger who also
played 10 years of professional baseball.) “We
must ﬁnd ways for kids to have more fun at practice and games. We really need to let kids enjoy
their practices and games so they want to come
back and play again.”
“Growing the game and increasing participation
ought to continue to be a priority for everybody
involved in the industry,” notes Jay Helmick,
senior VP at Axe Bat, a division of Baden Sports.
“We know that players who have success in a
sport tend to stick with it, so bringing to market
products that improve the game for the player is
as important as ever.
“Similarly,” he adds, “there continue to be big
opportunities for companies willing to innovate.
Baseball is embracing new technology in a way
we’ve never seen and that is unlocking new ways
of training and measuring performance.”
“We must always remember that the game of
baseball is played because players have fun and
enjoy playing baseball and that they have many
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choices today,” echoes Tim Lord, senior director of product development–diamond sports,
at Spalding. “From MLB down through every
youth organization and every brand that makes
baseball equipment, we must all work together as
an industry to continue to do things to facilitate
participation and continue to focus on equipment
that can make the game more fun.”

2. Pace of Play
As the game of baseball has evolved – and
become micro-managed on all levels – it has
become clear that games take too long to play,
especially for our attention-deﬁcit society. While
all of the strategizing is part of the fabric of the
game, many feel it has gone too far. This change
has not been good for baseball.
“The pace of the game has had much discussion in recent years, as three-hour games can be
a burden,” admits Rawlings’ Thompson. “And at
the youth level, speeding the pace of game up
and making it more fun would be a good thing.”
“We need to increase the pace of play of all
baseball games,” agrees Grapenthin “We all need
to speed up the replays in Major League Baseball,
which is a good concept, but it takes too long.
It’s hard to watch an entire game on TV as I think
that trend of slow play bleeds over to kids playing the game.”
“I love to attend and watch a big league game,
but they are getting to be too long, which is damaging to the game,” adds Abe Key, president of
Pony Baseball & Softball.

3. Travel Ball
While it is an honor for a young player to be
selected for a travel baseball team, many observers are beginning to question the long-term
beneﬁts, if any, to those playing at this higher
level.
“Travel/select ball can be overwhelming,” says
Thompson. “In some cases, eight to 10-year-old
kids are playing 75-100 game schedules. It can
become too much.”
Thompson’s thoughts are echoed by David
Bowen, owner of David Bowen Sporting Goods,
Pensacola, FL, who admits that he makes money
when travel baseball teams walk in his storefront

for a big purchase. Still, he’s not convinced that
kids under 10 playing so many baseball games
every year is best for the player or the game.
“Travel baseball is not a healthy environment
for the sport because kids are playing too many
games and not practicing their skills,” adds
Bowen. “You get better with more practice and
not more games.”
He notes that parents who spend thousands
of dollars each year on hotels, gasoline, food
and entry fees for their child to play in countless
baseball tournaments are often disappointed by
teaminsightmag.com

PARTICIPATION CHALLENGES AND TECHNOLOGY HEAD BASEBALL ISSUES IN 2017.

the time their child reaches high school, where
all-too-often that young Mike Trout suffers from
mental and physical burnout. For too many, the
passion for the game is lost on the road to yet
another weekend tournament ﬁve hours from
home.
While it is undeniably good for business, the
amount of money that some parents spend to
outﬁt their child for a travel baseball team sends
a message of alienation to other players whose
parents don’t have the means to equip their son
with the same gear and accessories.
teaminsightmag.com

“I can put a baseball player into $900 worth of
gear if they buy the best bat, top-notch uniforms,
expensive cleats, customized batting helmet,
high-end glove, batting gloves, a bat bag and a
couple of caps,” points out Kevin Licata, manager of Medallion’s Sporting Goods, Jupiter, FL.
But, he adds, when teams insist that each
player get that much merchandise it prevents
some less-well-off players from playing on those
teams, even though they may have the ability and
interest.
While Bowen and Licata make good points
about spiraling spending by parents of youth
baseball players, team dealers would be doing a
disservice to their customers if they didn’t provide what parents and players are willing to buy.
“That’s my world — selling the newest and
coolest baseball gear to travel team baseball
players,” says Aaron Yarrish, manager of
Competitive Athletics, Grants Pass, OR.
One version of travel ball that is worth recognizing is what’s going on with Pony Baseball
& Softball. Key explains that many of its players are playing in local recreation leagues and
then joining locally based travel teams where
communities are playing other communities on
weekends.
Not unrelated to the travel ball debate is the
loss of summer downtime for serious players
– and their families. In the warm months when
school is out baseball is competing with travel
soccer, 7-on-7 football, AAU basketball, club
lacrosse, competitive cheerleading and age-group
swimming.
In baseball, the number of participants at the
youngest levels is quite large, but as children
approach their early teens for a myriad of reasons — it’s too slow moving, it’s too competitive
for them, they are not playing much, or they
decide to specialize in another sport. None of
these reasons are good for baseball.
“We must ﬁnd a way to keep kids playing
longer, past 12 years of age,” says Grapenthin.

4. Technology Trends
While baseball is one of America’s oldest and
most traditional team sports, the spirit of innovation is alive and well. It has to be or else it would
risk being left even further behind in the hearts
and minds of today’s young athletes.
“We’ve done some things that have challenged
the traditional aspect of our business to appeal
to younger athletes,” says Rawlings’ Thompson.
One example is the company’s ColorSync series

of gloves. “We aren’t straying from who we are
or trying to be something we’re not. Instead, we
just are willing to try new things with some of our
products.”
“One of the most exciting opportunities continues to be the integration and adoption of
technologies designed to improve the game,”
agrees Axe Bat’s Helmick. “Players and coaches
at all levels have more data than ever at their
disposal and they’re using that data to better
understand and evaluate performance.”
Spalding, meanwhile, is focusing on the youth
market and signs continue to point out that the
serious/core group of baseball youth players
remains strong headed into 2017, according to
Lord. “With a strong core, high-end product sales
should remain strong and that is a positive for
the entire industry.”
“The desire for high-end product from athletes
is exciting,” agrees Rawlings’ Thompson. “Now
that athletes take the time to research and purchase products it gives us a chance to stand out.”

5. The Competition
Baseball is in a marketing battle with more than
other sports. The real-world competition in 2017
is actually with electricity, speciﬁcally the laptop
computer and cell phone-based attractions
-- video games, texting, tweeting, Facebook and
Instagram -- for the time, attention and energy
of today’s youngest consumers. The appeal of
these electronic devices is robbing the game of
baseball (actually, all team sports) of potential
participants.
“Sedentary lifestyles have added to not only
the decline in baseball, but the health of our
overall country,” observes Thompson. “We need
kids to be more active -- playing sports like baseball -- across the board.”
The days of “If you build it, they will come”
are over for the sport of baseball. In response,
some communities have taken their game to the
next level with some novel approaches to getting
them to come.
For instance, communities as diverse as
Lubbock, TX, Peoria, IL, Carmel, IN, Chattanooga,
TN and Fort Myers, FL, have staked their place
in the game by building state-of-the-art baseball
facilities that are marketed nationally to tournament-bound baseball programs. The business of
marketing baseball to youth, travel, and senior
baseball teams around the country is a yearround endeavor and a big part of the baseball
business right now. Q
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NEW FOR THIS SEASON ON THE DIAMOND

1

2

3

1. The Adidas AeroBurner features
adapted TaylorMade technologies,
including a one-piece alloy and twopiece composite.

4

2. The 3N2 Lo-Pro baseball cleat
features the iridescent Shimmerstep
logo, while an advanced midsole and
nine-spike cleat configuration provide
pro-level performance and the ride of a
running shoe.
3. A fully sublimated jersey from
Powers features a pro V-neck and
raglan sleeves with a curved printed
design and one-inch sublimated sleeve
end trim with printed piping.

5

6

7

8

9

4. The Strike Jersey from A4 features
5-Star micro-poly interlock moisture
management for all-season comfort,
ultra-tight knit for better opacity
and printability and 30+ UPF for UV
protection.
5. Franklin’s CFX Pro model has
gone full color, while the Pittards
digital sheepskin leather palm ensures
durability, softness and grip.
6. Old Hickory’s Smart Bat integrates
the Zepp 2 sensor into the knob of
the bat. 3D Swing Analysis measures
the most important aspects of the
swing and swing analysis, metrics
and training programs are available by
downloading the Zepp app.

10
11

12

7. Nokona’s Alpha Select S-200 is
built with virtually no break-in needed,
using the highest quality leathers that
make it a position-specific, lightweight,
durable, high-performing glove.
8. Brain-Pad’s impact absorbing
inner material helps players reduce
bat vibration to protect the wrists and
improve flexibility.

13

9. The Velo bat from Rawlings
features balanced swing speed and
enhanced pop.
10. Under Armour’s Octane baseball
sunglasses feature AutoGrip flex
temples and adjustable nose bridge
for a customized fit.
11. Alleson’s stock baseball jersey
offers 100 percent eXtreme power
flex Cationic colorfast polyester and
mock mesh jersey with moisture
management,

14

12. Dalco’s umpire placket shirt
is 100 percent polyester mini mesh
featuring a left chest pocket, extended
tail and oversized chest.
13. Rawlings’ Velo Backpack offers
compartments for game gear and
additional space for “stuff.”
14. The offset top on the Champro
Z-Screen allows pitchers to stay
protected throwing from the left or
right side. The beefed-up frame is
ideal for use in batting cages.
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New Year. New Style.
CT120M
Polyester/Spandex Front Panels
Stretch Mesh Back Panels
Structured, Pro Mid Crown (B)
Q3 Wicking Sweatband
Extra Flexible Slight Pre-Curved Visor
Available Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL

ocsports.com
CUSTOM TEAM HEADWEAR
Call 1-866-776-6774 to place a Custom Team order.
customsports@ocsports.com
TEAM BLANK AND REPLICA HEADWEAR
Call 1-800-826-6047 to talk to a Customer Care Specialist
TeamDealer@ocsports.com
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Keep Your Head In the Game
Fashion and technology meet up top in the cap game in 2017.
By Nancy Baeder

I

t’s a robust market for headwear
in 2017 as baseball caps, boonies,
buckets and beanies are winning
sales for dealers. Teams are all
about their headwear, whether the goal
is to complete the uniform, keep out the
sun or just plain look cool.
Current trends for custom hats and
multiple styles, augmented by online
team and spirit store sales, boost
revenue and margins. Early buying
incentives help dealers deliver quality
custom caps that teams crave at a great
price. At the same time vendors are
stepping it up with more powerful online
designers, faster delivery and advanced
ordering and inventory systems, as well
as increased domestic production by
some.
Baseball caps remain the number one
hat sale. Teams want unique hats that
stand out and complete their trademark
look. An emphasis on shape and ﬁt
means hats are more comfortable and
styles are trending toward mid to high
crown and slightly curved visors. New
performance fabrics minimize sweat
marks around the headband and help
athletes keep their cool in hot weather.
Boonies and bucket hats are a trending style staple on the practice ﬁeld or
just around town. Knitted beanies are
always strong sellers in cold weather
for athletes and fans. Visors, dead in
some places, are making a comeback in
others.

Top of the
World certainly
blends fashion
and technology
in its 2017 cap
collection.
26 Team Insight / January 2017

On the Diamond
Caps are a personal and distinctive part of the baseball uniform and
coaches and players are serious about
the quality, the right look and on-time
delivery.
“Driving this season’s team cap business are performance features and
fabrics, unique color combinations,
on-time customization and, most importantly, quality and the right shape,” says
Steve Alford, VP-sales at Richardson
Cap.
Dealers sell the most caps to baseball
teams, but football holds a close second.

“We sell a lot of different cap brands,
90 percent in the ﬂex-ﬁt style,” says
Carl Baker, a team salesman for Butch
Cattanach’s Team Sports Ink, Carson
City, NV. “Our two principle vendors are
Richardson and Nike. Richardson has
an easy process and we stick with them
because we’re comfortable with their
quality, service and delivery. Nike is the
most transparent in terms of pricing
and their builder includes every feature
you’re allowed to put on the hat.”
He also sells hats from Under Armour,
Pukka, The Game, Paciﬁc Headwear
and Outdoor Cap. “We’re doing more
with Paciﬁc because their availability is
sometimes better, and we go to Outdoor
Cap for licensed caps,” says Baker.
Even specialty caps are getting in the
game, according to Scott Schulman,
sales operations manager at Pearsox.
“The winter cap market is mirroring
what I saw in socks a few years ago
— the need for individual athletes to
express their individuality through their
team apparel,” he says.
In other words, “athletes want to
stand out, they want to be noticed and
they can accomplish this by wearing
ostentatious apparel,” he adds. “Players
and teams don’t want standard patterns
that seem monotonous. They want the
ability to completely customize their hat
from start to ﬁnish. They certainly don’t
want to work off of a template — these
kids are far too creative in order to be
constricted and limited by boundaries.”
Meanwhile, cap companies keep
moving forward on style, service and
production.
“We intend to deliver on three
promises to the team market: Amazing
customer service, a robust dealer
log-in portal and an advanced inventory management system that allows
us to conﬁdently run deep stock on our
best-selling caps.” says Don DeZarn,
president and CEO of Paciﬁc Headwear.
“We offer dealers two-week turnaround
on decorated stock caps and three
weeks on domestically produced caps
and we do it consistently year-round
and in the peak team season.”
Fashion trends have put headwear
teaminsightmag.com
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Trending on Top

1

2

3

4

5

6

The 2017 headwear lineup: 1. Flexﬁt two-tone version of its Wooly Combed hat. 2. Paciﬁc Headwear Camo Snapback Trucker
Mesh in Mossy Oak. 3. The Game’s heather patterns come in six cap styles. 4. Pukka’s ProHex style is available in 14 core team
colors, as either a Stretch Fit or Adjustable Fit. 5. The Richardson 172 has been updated to feature a performance sportmesh and
several new colorways. 6. The Top of the World Vintage Mesh adjustable snapback is made of washed cotton and soft mesh.

Diamond Star: Its 7840 baseball cap features domestic performance fabric that feels like wool serge cloth,
available in adjustable and custom sizing, team colors,
in Open Back Adjustable with Plastic Bar Tac or Velcro
Closure.
Flexﬁt: The 6311 Flexﬁt Poly Melange Jersey Stretch
Mesh features structured poly melange front panels
with a stretch mesh backing for breathability. Available
in ﬁve colorways, all with heather grey front panels. The
6355 Flexﬁt Poly Heather Stretch X-Cap is a mid-proﬁle version with custom weaved fabric. This mid-proﬁle
heather colored cap comes in a dark heather or light
heather color option with a black undervisor.
Paciﬁc Cap: A new dealer Log-In portal at
Paciﬁcheadwear.com features complete transparency,
including real-time inventory and order status updates,
a dealer digital catalog of all logos with sort functions,
blank cap and decorated cap online customized ordering capability 24/7. Historical ordering information
will also available in 2017, including previous orders,
invoices and package tracking information. As an ofﬁcial licensee of Mossy Oak Camo, Paciﬁc Cap features
its newest pattern – Break-Up Country – in many of
styles. In addition, the 904F Flex-Fit Trucker mesh cap
is exclusively available through its domestic component program.
Pearsox: Pearsox will be launching a custom cap
28 Team Insight / January 2017

builder for its winter headwear line in order to prepare
for next season. It is in its beta testing, a few stages
back from its custom sock builder ready to launch in
late January/early February.
Pukka Headwear: The ProHex Custom style for football comes in 14 core team colors in both Stretch Fit or
Adjustable Fit, with SPF50 sun protection.
Richardson Cap: Available in 2017 will be more
light fabrics, more stock color options and expanded
customization techniques. Its PTS30 Lite on-ﬁeld
performance caps come in new stock color options,
available in Custom Ultra program. The 172 performance mesh back cap offers a more baseball shape
and feel, available in three sizes and more than 30 new
stock colors.
The Game: Its popular heather collection has transitioned into headwear, including two types of heather
patterns available across six cap styles.
Top of the World: A new cap line integrates best-ﬁt
technology and trend-forward styles in lightweight
athletic fabrics that maximize breathability. Among the
2017 offerings: Crew cotton adjustable strap back hat;
Booster Plus textured poly mesh with 1Fit and Memory
Fit technology; Premium Collection wool 1Fit cap; and
Vintage Mesh adjustable snapback made of vintage
washed cotton and soft mesh.

center stage over the last couple of
years. “We’ve made a dedicated effort
to seek out trends using marketplace
data and consumer insight,” says
Ashley Vickers, marketing director at
Top of the World, which earlier this
month entered into a merger agreement with J. America Inc. to form a
single company, Top of the World
Holdings. “We’re also responding to
a need for quick turnaround with our
rapid response order program that
delivers customized caps in six weeks.”
Increased domestic production
makes it easier to deliver custom hats
on shorter deadlines. “All of our caps
are made to spec here in the USA. We
deliver our Team Star brand to dealer
channels and as private label in two
weeks or less and accommodate emergency production orders for $75 extra,”
says Larry D’Amato, president and
CEO of Team Star Classic, a division of
Diamond Star Classic. He notes that
it’s more complicated to manufacture
a cap order and than a uniform. “A cap
requires 27 stages of manufacturing,
from pattern cutting to embroidery
concept, whereas uniforms require
three to ﬁve steps,” he says.
Baseball and its headwear are big
for Gulfshore Sports, Pinellas Park,
FL, where spring training camps in the
Tampa area heighten Major League
inﬂuence. “Our teams want authentic
custom caps like the major leaguers,
so 90 percent of the caps we do are full
custom,” says owner Mike McKenna.
Perforated side and back panels are
popular cap features in the hot Florida
climate. “Almost every school orders
two different hats, with 60 percent
custom-sized and 40 percent ﬂex-ﬁt.
Teams will get a few stretch hats in
case sizing is off or to have extras on
hand,” says McKenna, who orders
primarily from The Game and Nike, as
well as Richardson and Paciﬁc. “Our
coaches take advantage of early buying
incentives such as 36/12, and they get a
great hat for $18-$22. Teams know they
can sell extra caps to parents.”
With a custom cap, teams use the
online hat builders to pick every feature from raised embroidery logos
and front panels to eyelet color,
button color and font lettering. “It’s
nice because they get exactly what
they want and they come in fully
decorated,” says McKenna. “Travel
teams tend to order a stock hat from
Richardson and Paciﬁc with a custom
logo. Some of these teams will get
custom, but most are limited by time.”
Vendor cap builders and enhanced
ordering systems streamline the process. “We introduced a new cap builder
teaminsightmag.com

this year to bolster designs with
coaches and schools. It also helps
orders to move through processes
more quickly for faster delivery,”
says Chad Kennedy, national sales
manager at The Game. He recommends that dealers get in front of
coaches and booster organizations
early to take advantage of early
buying incentives that ensure timely
delivery.
Customization demand is the
reason Pearsox will be launching
a custom cap builder for its winter
headwear line in order to prepare
for next season, reports Schulman.
“Customization plays are the concept that these players and teams
are able to express themselves, they
are able to be noticed and stand
out among their peers,” he says.
The company’s cap builder is currently in beta testing, a few stages
back from its custom sock builder
ready to launch in late January/early
February.
Support from parents and fans is
an extra revenue source. “Private
travel and club teams are not new to

teaminsightmag.com

the team market, but support from
parents and fans is reaching new
heights. They want the newest and
best products for themselves and
their kids and are willing to pay for
them,” says Brian Matix, national
sales director at Pukka. “It’s just as
important segment of the business
as traditional school sports teams.
It extends selling seasons and creates continued sales opportunities.
Baseball, wrestling and soccer seem
to be evolving this new segment.”
Garretson’s Sport Center, Greeley,
CO, does most of its cap business in
Spring and Summer for baseball and
softball, but increased cap sales are
coming from Fall football. “Headwear
has always been a good part of the
business and we always try to mention caps as an add-on sale,” says
owner Todd Garretson. “Most of
our baseball teams order two or
three different caps in the ﬂex-ﬁt or
ﬁtted style with a team logo. These
days even the 10-12-year-old teams
have two different caps with their
uniforms.”
Raised embroidery and 3D logos

are popular. “These cost a little
more, but we’re always looking for
the best deal for our customers.
Sometimes that means giving them
the option to hit the 36 cap mark to
qualify for incentives, knowing they
can sell extras caps to coaches or
family,” says Garretson, whose go-to
vendors are Paciﬁc, Richardson and
The Game.
Cap builders enhance the process
for custom hats. “We ﬁnd that the
online builders are all pretty easy to
use, unless you’re uploading custom
artwork, which is a little less intuitive,” says Garretson, “Teams want
a unique cap that they design the
way they want with braids, buttons,
piping. Some teams go online to
design their own and send it to us.”
But these custom costs can add
up quickly. “Pricing varies depending
on how many embroidery locations,”
says Garretson. “The more custom
it is, the harder it is to do the order
and keep track of everything, including costs, but it’s what the customer
wants, so we do it.”
At Scholastic Sports Sales,

Manlius, NY, owner Jeff Miller takes
advantage of early buying programs
to deliver value for teams. “We’re
busy selling baseball caps because
the overseas program is happening now,” says team sales director
Josh Miller. “It’s a great deal for
teams because the caps price out
at $15-17 for a very professional
looking cap with raised embroidery
logo. Everyone is ordering the ﬂexﬁt cap, even colleges. We ﬁnd that
the custom sizes are too risky when
you’re ordering four months out,
because if kid gets a haircut his cap’s
too big.”
Scholastic sells many varieties, all
in polyester performance fabrics,
from Outdoor Cap, The Game and
Richardson. “Our coaches are very
particular about their caps. I have
several coaches who will only buy
Richardson,” says Miller. “For the
last six years the low-proﬁle crown
dominated, but now we see that
changing. The New Era MLB on-ﬁeld
cap shows a high crown and that’s
what the kids are asking for. Now its
50:50 high crown to low proﬁle.”
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“Every one of our custom PTS
styles is now going out with a slight
curve to our U-Form bill,” says
Richardson’s Alford. “We see a trend
toward a Mid-Pro crown shape and
away from the ﬂat bill look.”
Buckets and Boonies
Bucket and boonie hats are trending for teams, for hot weather sun
protection and as a fashion statement. The boonie is a style made
popular in the military, made in
cotton or polyester, with a ﬂat crown,
a soft wide brim that can be rolled
up and easily packed. The bucket is
similar to the boonie hat, tending to
a smaller sloping brim.
“Boonie and bucket hats are ﬁnding some market growth in team
sports by providing an alternative sport something cool to wear
besides a baseball cap,” says DeZarn.
“When it’s made in camo, it adds an
additional ﬂavor to an alternative
sports look.”
Bucket hats are popular with some
football teams. “They’re becoming

more popular with the kids to wear
at Spring football camps or to wear
around,” says Garretson. “We ﬁnd
that instead of ordering a few for the
coaches, we’re ordering 40 for the
whole team.”
McKenna likes to feature many
types of hats in his online spirit
shops and team shops, including
boonies, baseball caps and wool
beanies. “Right now we’re selling a
lot of boonie hats,” he says. “The
kids are wearing them around, or for
7-on-7 football, and we’re seeing it in
soccer and baseball for practice.”
Miller is also selling more bucket
hats in a soft polyester fabric.
“They’re popular with our lacrosse
teams and football sideline coaches,”
he says. “Under Armour is a hot
brand for us.”
Meanwhile, beanies are the quintessential cold weather team hat,
most often embroidered with a team
logo. “Knit beanies are popular with
all sports when it’s cold,” says Baker.
“We sell custom wool beanies
with a team logo to soccer teams

that start practice in February when
it’s still cold here,” says McKenna.
“We’re getting them in now. Our
vendors do all the designs and
embroidery.”
Miller sells a popular version of
the wool beanie with a pom-pom.
“We call it the Tom Brady beanie and
we embroider it with a team logo,”
says Miller.
Depending where you are in the
country, visors are hot or not for
various sports.
“We see an increase in the low
crown, unstructured caps for women
in brushed cotton and cotton twill,”
says D’Amato. “Another big seller is
the women’s ﬂat visor in all colors
with embroidery on the visor, side
and the adjustable opening and the
Velcro closure.”
“We sell visors in online team
stores and at spirit shows and they
are popular with the kids to wear
around,” says McKenna. “The girls’
teams are either no hat, or a classic
cotton unstructured hat with lower
crown and hole in the back.”

“Girls’ baseball teams will buy
visors or nothing,” says Baker.
Miller used to sell a lot of visors
to girls. “Now we sell zero visors to
girls, but the football sideline staff
has started wearing visors,” he says.
Garretson says girls traditionally
buy visors or no caps. “We see some
of the older girls’ softball teams
wearing a baseball cap now. This
would be the Velcro style so they can
put their ponytail through the back.”
Headwear is a great add-on
sale. Not only are teams buying
two or more baseball caps with
their uniforms, but team and spirit
stores can capitalize on the trending popularity of buckets, boonies
and beanies. Hats are also great for
repeat business and as an entry to
new business.
“The amount of headwear we sell
online in our web stores is second
only to baseball team cap sales,”
says Miller. “Our web stores usually
consist of eight to 10 items, including a stock baseball cap and a wool
beanie that we embroider in-house. Q
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Clockwise from top left:
Paciﬁc Headwear Active
Sport Mossy Oak Camo
Boonie; Flexﬁt Low Proﬁle
Cotton Twill Dad Hat;
Richardson PTS30 with
stretch fabric. Pearsox
slouch beanie.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR ON-FIELD CAPS WITH
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The Post-Up and Pivot double-ply reversible uniforms from Champro.
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E

ven though it – unfortunately -- doesn’t require a wealth
of hard goods for players, basketball continues as a top
three sport for sales among team dealers in 2017 due
to its strength with both boys and girls of all ages. The
sport simply drives sales with soft goods, ranging from uniforms to warmups, bags to shooter sleeves, and, oh, yes, those
coveted sneakers that carry some hefty price tags.
But therein lies the rub for many dealers. “Brand is king in
basketball,” says Bob Fawley, president and owner of Capitol
Varsity Sports. in Oxford, OH. And Nike rules that with Jordan,
not to mention nearly three-fourths of NBA players under the
Swoosh’s spell, commanding attention among brand-driven
youngsters. And it just got bigger with the goliath’s recent
licensing deal to make Nike the ofﬁcial on-court apparel provider for the NBA.
The reported eight-year deal for $1 billion supplants Adidas
starting in the 2017-18 season. Nike will become the ﬁrst NBA
apparel partner to have its logo appear on NBA uniforms. The
company also will have the global rights to design and manufacture authentic jerseys as well as on-court warm-ups and
shooting shirts.
“Our big concern is with the NBA going to Nike,” says Donnie
Fischer with Fischer’s Pro Line Sports, in Florissant, MO. “With
the quality and look, the NBA deal with Adidas has been great.”
In fact, Fischer says that the basketball business has
bounced steadily, with a fair amount of Adidas sublimated
uniforms sold to high schools in the St. Louis region. It also balances the business by pursuing youth organizations, primarily
Catholic schools, by offering a home and away package at a
reasonable cost.
“We use a basic promo package with home and away jerseys
with a shooting shirt and bag,” Fischer says. “We start out with
this. We try to make it easier on the customer. We seem to have
people prefer the one-sided jerseys, which works out since we
end up selling two jerseys.”
Those two markets – boys’ and girls’ high school and youth
teams – drive business for Fischer’s, he notes. It does some
select business, but that’s mainly if he and his ﬁve in-store team
salespeople have a relationship with a coach or parent from
another sport that also has a select basketball team.
As for Capitol Varsity, the basketball business does okay, but
it’s not nearly as strong as in past years, Fawley notes. Part of
that is the changing nature of the market and the team dealer’s
direction.
It still sells basketball primarily to high schools and middle
schools, along with several youth organizations, Fawley says. It
even does some business with Division 2 and 3 colleges. “We’ve
been able to withstand the onslaught of brands and BSN,” he
adds. Still, it’s tougher to sell cloth when Nike dominates the
courts and since Capitol Varsity no longer chases the shoe
business.
That change in direction has fortunately been offset by
embracing technology and team stores. “We’ve had our two
biggest years in the company,” Fawley says, thanks to the work
of its roadmen and the online sales.
More importantly, Capitol Varsity focuses on its core football
business, including reconditioning, which accounts for nearly
three-fourths of the business generated by its 10 roadmen
teaminsightmag.com
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The Dynamic Future of Training Equipment
Bownet Redefines Baseball and Softball Training Equipment — AGAIN!
Training athletes for sports has changed dramatically in the last 20 years. Sports
medicine, sports nutrition and new training methods based on building a stronger
more ﬂexible and resilient athlete have gotten a lot of the headlines. But, until

companies like Bownet Sports came along, training equipment for coaches and
athletes lagged behind. Most of this equipment was considered permanent or
heavy, but not portable. Bownet Sports changed all of that.

A LITTLE HISTORY
Eight years ago, Jack Lucas, President and CEO of Bownet Sports,
was inspired by his daughter, an aspiring fast-pitch pitcher, to design
a new type of practice net after she tripped on a guide wire and then
injured her wrist. He built what began as one of the ﬁrst baseball/softball
practice nets with no guide wires into the most popular practice net in
the sporting goods industry. He also changed the nature of training by
developing a series of portable style practice nets into what is know as
the “Bownet System” approach to training. Multiple nets are now used
to warm up as well as train every player on the team, not just a few.
PORTABILITY IS THE KEY
The Big Mouth Net, designed by Bownet Sports, is used on ﬁelds
everywhere, from practice facilities to tournaments and from parks to
back yards. The dynamic change in training turned out to be portability. “Players and coaches must be able to train anywhere, train now.
They need to be
“Players and coaches must be able to
mobile,” as Jack
train anywhere, train now. They need to Lucas often says.
Coaches and
be mobile.” — Jack Lucas, CEO, Bownet Sports
players are on the
move from tournament to practice to more games in their home towns,
local regions and around the country. This, combined with the
shrinking availability of ﬁelds, meant that training equipment had to
become synonymous with portability.

The Bownet Big Mouth X (above) and the hinge
technology (below) that makes it all possible.

BOWNET DOES IT AGAIN — BIG MOUTH X

Bownet components ... Even more advanced technology and a
more durable bag make Bownet nets the best quality portable
training aids in the sporting goods industry today.

Recently, Bownet Sports redeﬁned its best-selling Big Mouth
net – renamed the Big Mouth X – by redesigning the frame so
that coaches and players could be even more portable. “It was
time for us to create the “NEXT” generation Big Mouth design
and reinvent the category again,” explains Lucas.
The response to the new patented
design has been amazing, as
coaches who have had the chance
to test it out claim how much quicker
it sets up and – just as importantly
– how much easier it was to take
down. “There are no more pipes
to take apart, saving so much
time,” Lucas adds. “And we listened
to our coaches and retailers by
redesigning the bag to be
signiﬁcantly more durable.”
By reinventing its best-selling Big Mouth training net, Bownet
Sports has recognized the evolving nature of training equipment
towards portability. “We built our company on becoming the
best portable and durable equipment company for coaches and
players who work hard every day,” says Lucas. “They deserve
the best quality portable in the industry today. Bownet gives it to
them. As we often say, use Bownet and “Train like a Pro.”

BOWNET SPORTS
WWW.BOWNET.NET
FOR ALL ORDERS AND INQUIRIES CALL (866) 950-6387
OR EMAIL SALES@BOWNET.NET

ADVERTISEMENT
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traveling half of Ohio, half of Indiana
and one-third of Kentucky.
In basketball crazy Indiana,
Hoosier Sporting Goods manages to
get its share of basketball business,
says Michael Bodart, owner of the
Columbus, IN-based team dealer and
retail store.
Sales are off a bit this year, but
only because of the cyclical nature
of cloth sales, Bodart notes. Next
year will be better as schools look to
buy new uniforms, he adds. Plus, his
spirit wear sales continue to climb
through online team stores and other
efforts.
Hoosier Sporting Goods relies
on elementary and middle schools,
though. Many of the strong public
high schools have netted contracts
with the big brands. That started
about eight years ago when suppliers began courting those big high
school programs. Consequently, he
looks for business from private high
schools that have not been targeted
by the big dogs.
In North Dakota, the basketball
business remains steady for Gerrells

Sports Center, says Kurt Hanson,
who took over the business a couple
years ago when Scott Gerrells
decided to retire. The ball business
keeps bouncing thanks to state adoptions. Plus, the cloth business should
go up next year as teams decide it’s
time for new uniforms.
Covering the western part of
North Dakota, his two roadmen
target youth programs and the high
schools. The younger players buy
plenty of shoes, especially since
they play year-round now. He targets
those younger players by working
with the programs and sponsoring
camps to get the Gerrells name out
there in hoops-land. At the high
school level, the cloth business
pushes sales and Hanson is fortunate
to carry all the big brands to have a
shot at those sales.
Basketball isn’t all that much different from other sports, with both
its challenges and opportunities.
Footwear presents both rejection and a rebound, Hanson says.
Online sales often push youngsters
to those sites. Plus, the big brands

allocate inventory and heavily favor
the mammoth footwear retailers and
online sellers.
“The kids want the branded footwear,” Hanson says. “We just try to
bring in a good selection of those
shoes. We can’t get them all since
many of the top brands’ big sellers
are allocated, with a large percentage
going to the big footwear retailers.”
The cloth business represents the
best opportunities, Hanson adds.
At Fischer’s, the challenge remains
overcoming the demand for Nike.
Hence, he’s apprehensive about
the NBA uniform deal, although he
doesn’t do much in the footwear
category anymore. But Fischer’s
still nets sales by offering packages,
which also often includes footwear
without the swoosh. “It’s the package
that works for us,” Fischer says.
Fischer’s also is selling more tights,
padded shirts, shooter sleeves in
game gear colors to hoopsters and
a padded sleeve that extends down
the shin.
Fawley knows there’s plenty of
opportunities in basketball for

Capitol Varsity. “One of the problems
that we have is we are so football
dominant, especially since we do
reconditioning. I would need to
change the model perhaps by hiring
a basketball-speciﬁc salesman.” That
would allow his roadmen to remain
focused on the core business. but he
still sees beneﬁts from those relationships with coaches and ADs.
And service remains a key element
in outﬁtting teams, especially in basketball where you gotta look good to
play good, Fawley says.
“We see it every day. We lose business every year and they come back
after trying someone else who didn’t
get the job done.” In fact, Capitol
Varsity was working with two local
high schools that used the team
dealer for years, tried someone else
but now may be coming back since
the service was disappointing.
“Honestly, getting sales,” remains
the biggest challenge for Hoosier
Sporting Goods. “We try to overcome
this by offering more to the parents
and teams. There’s not a whole lot
of avenues beyond uniforms. That’s

Adopting A Reality
The ball business keeps bouncing, and team dealers
bounce along with the state adoptions. Team dealers are
resigned to this, but still have varying opinions on how it
may help or hurt their business, not to mention the impact
on schools they service.
“It helps our business because we often have that bid,”
says Kurt Hanson, of Gerrells Sports Center. “Granted,
there’s not a lot of proﬁt, but it gets us in the door.”
It may simplify the business, particularly inventory, says
Bob Fawley, with Capitol Varsity Sports, but it also poses
some problems.
Spalding’s tournament game basketball
features ZK Microfiber composite cover
material for durability. Its symmetrical
panels are designed for precision and
consistent play and its cushioned carcass
with deep channel design provides control.

THE BEST FOR

THE BEST

Basketball equipment built to last.
Just one reason dealers prefer Porter.

www.PorterAthletic.com

[888] 277.7778
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He services a tri-state area, so that usually means three
different state balls. It really becomes even more problematic when a state adopts a ball not available to all team
dealers. “If I were the state, I would consider whether or not
it’s open to all channels when adopting a ball. Otherwise, it
stymies competition,” Fawley notes.
And the ball adoptions may help the state associations,
but end up costing the schools. “The schools end up
paying up to $5 more for a ball,” Fawley says, which adds
up for schools.
“It drives the prices way up,” echoes Michael Bodart, of
Hoosier Sporting Goods. “They end up spreading the cost
out by hiking prices” for state adoptions.
Yes, it’s all about the dollars, says Donnie Fischer, of
Fischer’s Pro-Line Sports. Even more annoying is when a
state switches suppliers and leaves a team dealer with an
inventory of last year’s state adopted basketballs. Q
teaminsightmag.com
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why we go after spirit wear. That’s
where the opportunity is since uniforms last three to four years. You
have to add sales with warm-ups,
bags, fan wear and shirts.”
Sublimation takes center court in
decorating basketball uniforms.
Sublimation continues as the
ongoing trend, Fawley says. “It
lends itself to basketball more than
any other sport.”
The ﬂexibility and design options
simply make sublimation ideal for
basketball uniforms, Bodart agrees.
“They like the feel and decoration.
Coaches and ADs know they can
decorate the front, side and backs.”

While cloth and shoes drive the
sales lane (okay, the ubiquitous
adopted state ball matters, too),
team dealers do their best to
extend business by outﬁtting gyms.
It may be a tougher sale, but worth
pursuing to maximize business.
“We do a lot of replacement
business and going through the
bid process,” Hanson says. “We
offer a wide variety of equipment
to make the sale complete.” That
means everything from bleachers
to backboards, rims, wall padding,
scoreboards and divider curtains.
After all, he notes, the ball bid gets
you in the door.

want the liability.
“You lose the business to companies that have an installation
element,” Fawley says, and while
he has looked to hook up with a
contractor, he remains committed
to pursuing other business. “We
just have too many other irons in
the ﬁre right now.”
Hard goods are a limited market
for Fischer’s as well. Still, it works
with some private Catholic schools
to offer rims, backboards and
wall padding. It then drop ships
these items, Fischer notes. “It does
extend the sale and the relationship.” Q

Roadmen then go to work in
making the sale. To do that, his
roadmen look at gyms to see what
may need to be updated. As an
example, cable systems may need
safety straps. “We try to get every
possible sale,” Hanson says.
Gerrells also works with a couple
of contractors when installation is
necessary, he adds.
Capitol Varsity does a little bit of
the replacement business, but is
limited when schools need installation, Fawley notes. In the old days,
maintenance often installed the
equipment, but now more schools
either don’t have the staff or don’t

NEW FOR NEXT SEASON ON THE COURTS

1

3

2

7

8

4

5

6

1. Adidas custom Hurricanes uniform.

8. Champro Block and Charge game uniforms.

2. Game Gear elite level custom sublimated uniform.

9. Bison T-Rex basketball portable.

3. A4 Reversible Jump jersey.

10. Porter LED lights backboard.

4. McDavid HEX 3-Pad basketball short.

11. Jaypro Titan CVX Series.

5. Shock Doctor NBA mouthguard.
6. POINT3Basketball Road Trip backpack.
7. Alleson stock single ply reversible uniform.

11
9

10
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• Baseball & Fastpitch jerseys available
for order starting January 15th
• Other sport styles launching
throughout 2017!
• Offered in our best-selling style
and fabric selections
• See designs on our Uniform
Builder at Alleson.com

LAUNCHING SPRING 2017

MENTION
PROMO CODE

“TEAM INSIGHT”
AND RECEIVE
15% OFF YOUR
FIRST ORDER!*

ONLINE BROCHURE NOW AVAILABLE AT ALLESON.COM
ON.C
COM
* Offer good for up to 24 pieces. Valid for CG EXPRESS Baseball or Fastpitch orders placed via the Uniform Builder

ALLESON.COM

only. Offer cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion. One per customer only. Shipping charges are NOT
included in this promotion and will be at the Customer’s expense. Promotional discount will be credited at the time
the invoice is issued. The promo code mentioned MUST be entered in the promo code or comments ﬁeld located in
the shopping cart of the B2B when order is submitted. Orders that do not come through with a promo code at the
time of submission will not receive the credit. Offer expires February 15, 2017.

SPORTS MEDICINE / MOUTHGUARDS

MOUTHINGOFF
What is the sales pitch to young athletes and their parents to get
them to wear a mouthguard?
Jay Turkbas, United Sports Brands: Several of the more compelling injury stats that we share are the facts that athletes are two
times less likely to sustain a dental injury if they’re wearing a
mouthguard in a non-mandated sport; ﬁnancially, the lifetime cost
associated to single tooth loss is a staggering $15,000. So, required
or not, the facts alone show it makes total sense to wear a mouthguard. The American Dental Society also stresses the use of mouthguards for all contact sports.
Jeff Padovan, Bite Tech: Simply stated, player safety is the number
one reason to wear a mouthguard. Number two is playing time — you
can’t play if you are injured. Number three is that certain mouthguards can, in addition to providing protection, improve a player’s
performance.
Sassa Akervall, Sisu: If not protected by a mouthguard, athletes are
60 times more likely to suffer a dental injury. The cost of a mouthguard is a small price to pay when compared with the cost of dental
injuries, which range upwards of $50,000 over the patient’s lifetime.
Bobby Dodd, MoGo: Safety and protection of the teeth and mandible
are the top priority. A properly ﬁt and worn mouthguard can prevent
or minimize serious and costly damage and injury of the teeth and
jaw. Additionally, a ﬂavored mouthguard adds a “fun” factor to young
athletes that encourages them to wear the mouthguard, plus the
added beneﬁt of the ﬂavor activating the saliva glands, which does
help prevent cottonmouth.

The Team Insight
Vendor Roundtable
has a lot to say
about mouthguards.
At the Table ...
Jeff Padovan, CEO, Bite Tech Sports Group/Licensee of UA Performance Mouthwear
Bobby Dodd, President and CMO, Mogo

Daniel Gottsch, SafeTGard: So much of an athlete’s overall health is
tied to dental health.
Which sports should make mouthguards mandatory, and why?
Dodd: Basketball and soccer see a great deal of maxillofacial injury
due to collisions and ﬂying elbows. Baseball and softball inﬁelders.
Downhill skiing. Basically any sport where high speeds, contact and
the possibility of maxillofacial injury exist.
Turkbas: The NFHS currently mandates the use of mouthguards in
football, ﬁeld hockey, ice hockey, lacrosse and wrestling (for wrestlers wearing braces). But clearly any sport involving contact with
ﬂying balls, arms, heads and hard surfaces can pose a threat. With
nearly one-third of all high school basketball injuries occurring to
the head/face, we are especially concerned about basketball players not wearing suitable protection.

Daniel Gottsch, Vice President, SafeTGard

Jay Turkbas, SVP–Product Development, United Sports Brands (Shock Doctor)
Moderated by Michael Jacobsen
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Padovan: Limited-contact sports such as basketball and soccer
account for more than 25 million participants, representing the
largest source of new users to the mouthguard category. Given
the sheer number of participants a mandatory mouthguard requirement quite possibly could double the size of the category in
teaminsightmag.com
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Sassa Akervall, CEO, Sisu Mouth Guard
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Mogo

SafeTGard

Shock Doctor

three to ﬁve years. Short of a mandate
by NFHS requiring the use of mouthguards in soccer and basketball, it will
be up to the coaches, parents, players
and elected ofﬁcials to create new deﬁnitions for player safety in these and
other non-mandated sports.
Gottsch: While basketball and soccer
are the two that would make sense to
mandate mouthguard wear, any sport
with an incidence of collision should
encourage athletes to wear a mouthguard.
Akervall: The ADA recommends use of
mouthguards in all impact sports. But
without question basketball and soccer should be mandated, due to a high
rate of dental injury.
What role can team dealers play in
getting more athletes to wear mouthguards?

Shock Doctor

Sisu

Under Armour

Padovan: There are two commercial
reasons why team dealers should put
more effort into selling the mouthguard category.
First and most simply, mouthguards
are a mandatory piece of player safety
equipment for contact sports. If your
customers aren’t buying mouthguards
from you, they’ll buy them from a
competitor. Dealers are the equipment
category experts. Second, dealers
need to understand the player safety
sales opportunity that exists for noncontact sports, such as basketball and
soccer, and aggressively market to
these players. This year we are seeing
the mouthguard selling season extend
past the normal Labor Day window to
now going deeper into the Fall due to
basketball and soccer demand.
Gottsch: Team dealers have the opportunity to provide a great deal of
information and educate coaches and
players on the importance of dental
protection.

The 2017 mouthguard lineup (from top to bottom): Mogo’s blueberry
flavored mouthguard (MSRP: $11.99); SafeTGard’s FuelGard mouthguard
incorporates slow dissolve electrolyte tablets, allowing athletes to replenish lost
electrolytes without leaving the field. (MSRP $19.99); Shock Doctor’s women’sspecific basketball mouthguard better accommodates the size of the female jaw,
with a hint of pink (MSRP: $19.99); Shock Doctor will be shipping its new collection
of NBA and NBA Team mouthguards in early February (MSRP: $19.99); Sisu’s
NextGEN is made from non-compressible thermo-polymer at 1.6 mm thickness
(MSRP: $ 24.99 Aero, $19.99 JR, 34.99 Max); Under Armour’s AirPro Lip Shield
Texas State Pack made from 100 percent medical grade silicone (MSRP: $19.99).
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Akervall: Dealers have a unique opportunity to educate athletes, coaches
and parents about safety, creating a
gateway for stronger, higher quality
dental protection equipment. Prioritizing technology over just price will
result in more sales of a better product
over time and that will also position a
dealer as up to snuff with what’s really
important to players.
Dodd: By offering coaches and trainers an affordable alternative to the

99-cent bulk mouthguards that are the
standard today. Athletes are still getting issued the same low-end product I
used 40 years ago.
Turkbas: We encourage dealers to
carry mouthguards and stress that
there is a wide range of mouthguards
that ﬁt incredibly well and allow for
easy speaking and breathing. We have
emphasized those beneﬁts in all of the
mouthguards that we sell.
So why should dealers want to sell
mouthguards?
Gottsch: While being advocates for
player safety, team dealers also have
the opportunity to add mouthguards
to their line-up of recommended gear.
Akervall: Traditionally mouthguards
are a low-ticket item, so they don’t
get a lot of attention. But supplying
players with the best available protection is a win/win situation. The
dealer can beneﬁt from selling a higher
ticket item and the team will enjoy the
comfort and protection of a superior
mouthguard.
Turkbas: Mouthguards are one of the
most effective injury-reduction products available. The cost beneﬁt for
innovative designs, lower proﬁle, great
ﬁtting mouthguards can be justiﬁed
as a move-up product from the basic
mouthguards that a lot of dealers have
been selling.
Dodd: Mouthguards are a proﬁtable
sale and the usage or turn business is
extremely high.
Padovan: In general, team dealers do
sell mouthguards as part of equipment
packages. However due to budgets the
mouthguards included usually are single-density, low-quality bare minimum
mouthguards. We encourage dealers
to take the lead on player safety and
not compromise on the quality of their
mouthguard offering in their equipment package.
What have been some of the technical
advances in the category?
Turkbas: Thinner proﬁle and construction, more breathable, easy-to-ﬁt
with low temperature and no boiling
needed are several of the innovations.
Dodd: New materials, better design,
enhancement with ﬂavor. The mouthguard of today has grown from a necteaminsightmag.com
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What role do mouthguards play
in the concussion discussion?

essary accessory to its own category
of performance equipment.
Gottsch: We have recently launched a
mouthguard that encompasses slowdissolve electrolyte tablets that keep
players hydrated and reduce muscle
fatigue and cramping. Innovations
such as these with added beneﬁts of
jaw stabilization and improved breathability are important.

Bobby Dodd: None.
Jay Turkbas: All of the research to date supports that teeth
and oral facial protection are the primary beneﬁts of using a
mouthguard. There is no valid scientiﬁc research to establish that
mouthguards prevent concussions.
Jeff Padovan: There is a signiﬁcant amount of misinformation
in the public domain about mouthguards being able to prevent
concussions. Study after study continues to show that claims of
mouthguards being able to reduce concussions are factually inaccurate. While there is work being done by several companies to
create a mouthguard that contains sophisticated electronic sensors such as gyroscopes and wireless transmitters to measure
in real time the G-force impact of a hit, there is no concussionpreventing mouthguard on the market today.
Sassa Akervall: There is no scientiﬁc evidence that mouthguards
can protect players against concussion.
Daniel Gottsch: There has been a lot of discussion around
reduced incidence of concussion with mouthguard use. And while
that is still being tested, any opportunity to increase the health
and safety beneﬁt to a player should be taken seriously.

Shock Doctor’s ‘Mouthful of Fearless’
Just months after becoming the ofﬁcial mouthguard of the
NBA, Shock Doctor unveiled a marketing campaign aimed at
helping young athletes play safe on the court. Its “Mouthful of
Fearless” campaign kicked off at the start of the NBA season
and focuses on the sense of conﬁdence that mouthguards
can provide young athletes, knowing their teeth are protected from injury.
“The NBA is a role model for basketball players of all levels,
so we wanted to extend our partnership in a meaningful way
to help young athletes,” says Tony Armand, CEO of United
Sports Brands, the parent company of Shock Doctor. “In
addition to educating young players, we’ll also be teaching
coaches and parents about how mouthguards can protect
against tooth loss and facial injuries.”
The multiyear campaign, across multiple digital platforms,
will utilize Shock Doctor spokesmen Kevin Love, DeMarcus
Cousins and Harrison Barnes, who will all be featured in
videos, still photography and quotes on the campaign landing page that show how wearing a mouthguard has made
them fearless.
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Padovan: Today with amazing new
materials, new technical molding
processes, patented designs and the
fusing of various materials and ﬂavors,
mouthguards provide protection beyond anything most adults ever wore
as kids — and with the introduction of
ﬂavor some of them even taste good,
too. New performance enhancing
mouthguards such as the lip shields
with breathing holes are visibly emerging at the collegiate and NFL levels. If
improved performance is not compelling enough, new pad printing techniques are allowing for personalization
such as fangs, camo and teeth to be
printed on traditional and paciﬁer-type
mouthguards with very high quality
resolution.
What are kids looking for in their
mouthguards these days?
Padovan: Coaches and parents are
looking for mouthguards that provide
increased protection while players
are looking for mouthguards that
look cool, provide self-expression,
improve performance and taste good.
And, if their favorite pro player, such
as Steph Curry or Odell Beckham
Jr., wears it then it’s an even better
reason to buy it.
Gottsch: Kids want mouthguards with
extras. Mouthguards that are protective, easy to ﬁt, easy to breathe and
talk and, of course, look cool.
Dodd: Kids tend to follow the athletes
they see on TV, but they are also inﬂuenced by cool colors, graphic designs,
new ﬂavors and what their friends are
wearing.
Turkbas: Good ﬁt that won’t hinder
their performance. Style is also becoming more popular with more demand
for interesting, cool printed designs.
Akervall: It is the cumulative effect of
high-performance standards, technological advantages and brand percep-

tion that drives sales.
What inroads have ﬂavored mouthguards in team sports?
Dodd: Cost has hampered the ﬂavored category in team sports, but we
recently added a GoFlav line, which is
the only single layer mouthguard available in ﬂavors at a competitive price.
Turkbas: Flavor has been popular,
especially with younger athletes. In
some cases, because the mouthguard
tastes good it may help with compliance by keeping the mouthguard in
the mouth. But it has boiled down to
personal preference and there is no
difference in ﬁt. We encourage dealers
to offer both non-ﬂavor and ﬂavor. It
just increases choice.
Padovan: Flavored mouthguards currently represent more than 16 percent
of the category and are an important
part of the youth sports category market. More importantly, ﬂavor is being
incorporated into nearly all technology/price levels.
Gottsch: Players, especially the
younger ones, like a good-tasting
mouthguard.
What direction are mouthguards
headed in terms of technology, performance, safety and design?
Padovan: Mouthguards are the only
piece of player equipment that goes inside the body. To that end, improving
protection must always be at the apex
of product design. Mouthguard companies are pushing forward with innovative new materials, such as bringing
medical grade siliconized rubber that
has improved tensile strength for
longer durability and doesn’t require
ﬁtting.
Dodd: New enhancements, IML technology, pad printing, new materials
and designs are coming every year.
Akervall: Wearable and responsive
technology, improved materials performance, ease of use.
Turkbas: We have been focusing on
increasing as well as maintaining ﬁt
while expanding our offering to lower
proﬁle, custom-like ﬁt mouthguards. At
the same time, we’ve seen an expansion in lip guard use. We see this
continuing to be popular. Q
teaminsightmag.com
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APPAREL / PERFORMANCE

THE NEXT LEVEL
By Nancy Baeder

I
Style and Function:
Performance apparel
blends both in 2017.

t has now been 20 years since Under Armour ﬁrst
offered up something better to sweat in. We’ve come
a long way, baby, in those two decades. Favored
features are no longer mutually exclusive. You
can get sweat-friendly and antimicrobial, weather
resistant and breathable, comfortable and ﬁtted,
customized and budget friendly, insulative and
lightweight. Done and Done.
Now these high-tech products are taking it to the next level.
To stay ahead and appeal to a tech-savvy generation,
dealers sell trending styles and new technology, starting
with base layers that are anything but basic. This is where
it started. Technology at the base, worn inside and out, in
all weather conditions to keep you comfortable, protected
and to rev up performance.
Under Armour remains the name brand of choice for
dealers, and the self-described tech company continues
to innovate within the category. But team apparel vendors
are closing the gap in terms of quality, styling and decorating, and consistently deliver in terms of price, inventory
and service.
Today’s team market is the performance category with
all its embedded technology, and it continues to evolve.
Don’s World Of Sports, Palos Hills, IL, changes things up
to offer the newest trends. “Everything starts in California
and we get them a year later here in the Midwest,” says
president Jim Doranzo. “Two years ago everyone wanted
Badger’s digital sublimated camouﬂage that came in 14
different colors. We made a killing on it because it was
so popular. Badger has deep inventory so we can get the
popular items. Now everyone is selling camo, so we started
looking for something different.”
That something new is the static design. “It’s a subtle
design that looks like cool lightening. Some jerseys feature
static sleeves. Badger came out
with it last year and now Augusta
is also doing it,” says Doranzo.
“Once it goes on social media
everyone sees it and wants it.
Something different, new and
innovative gives bragging rights.”
Doranzo follow trends closely
to keep sales strong. “Heat gear is
very popular in the Midwest — a
moisture management base layer in a dry ﬁt. We’re selling
more performance tights to runners and football players,” he
says. “Weatherprooﬁng is another desired feature. Goretex
is the only thing that is truly waterproof, but water repellant
garments can keep you dry in regular rain.”
Most schools do not provide base layers to players, making
them more of an individual sale for dealers. “Budgets barely
cover uniforms these days. Boosters and parents step up
to provide the extras, or in some cases the money for new
jerseys,” says Doranzo. “Many booster organizations raise
money that goes into a master kitty, where it accumulates
for a speciﬁc purchase such as new jerseys.”

Performance
apparel
becomes a
marriage of
technology
and style.

Photo: Under Armour
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Brand Vs. Non-Brand
cheapest brand because quality matters. Instead
The particular performance apparel items pur- of $7 shirt, we’ll go for the $12 shirt from Badger or
chased vary by sport. In football, base layers are Augusta.”
an individual purchase, while baseball and softball
travel teams purchase base layers as part of an Product for Online Stores
inclusive uniform package. “If price is no problem,
Base layers are sold directly to teams and in online
they usually go for Under Armour,” says Doranzo. stores, 50/50, with selection varying by sport. “Some
“The performance athletes sign up for a travel team of the football players opt for compression shirts
that may cost $2500; as part of that they receive a that are tight ﬁtting and harder to grab onto, and
set package of fully decorated items, including two they do provide some protection as well,” he says.
hats, two jersey, two sets of pants, a cold gear mock, “Girls generally want a women’s ﬁt.”
a hoodie and thermo-based trainer or quarter zip.”
In the 1970s, before the advent of the big-boxes and
When brand name is not required, Game Gear, performance goods, retail was king. Today Brown’s
Alleson Athletic, Champro and Gildan are used. “These retail operation sells a lot of whistles, lanyards and
brands have come a long way in the last three or basketballs. “We probably wouldn’t be in business
four years,” says Doranzo. “It’s incredible what they if not for decorating and other niches,” he says. “We
do with enhanced fabrics, tagless comfort and the decorate the base layers with full front logo screentechnology keeps going. For example, Gildan’s second printed in school colors. They generally want it to
generation dry ﬁt fabrics are incredibly
soft and are still antimicrobial.”
While 80 percent of his business is
to guys, girls’ teams do purchase their
share of base layers. “We service some
softball and volleyball clubs. They are
more into style than compression,”
says Doranzo. “Volleyball doesn’t
need base layers because it’s played
indoors, but the teams are going with
long sleeves as part of the uniform to
provide some protection.”
Most team items are decorated and
sublimation is a very strong option
for polyester garments. “The upside
is that you can get everything for one
price. The downside is that lead times
Looking good: This is not your mother’s performance apparel.
for sublimated garments are a problem for some teams,” he says. “Most
organizations have an identity, their own brand, and wear around school and to the gym.”
they stay consistent so they are recognizable. The
Decorating on performance fabrics makes the
kids are still looking for what they see on TV.”
quality of construction and fabric properties a big
At All American Sports, Idaho Falls, ID, Under consideration when choosing vendors. “The 100
Armour remains the most sought-after brand name. percent polyester performance fabrics can be a
“We sell Under Armour primarily because they will challenge to decorate,” Brown says. “Under Armour
still sell to team dealers like myself,” says owner is very good. Brands such as SanMar and Badger
Jason Brown. “We have to keep prices up to meet understand that their apparel is going to be screenmargins.”
printed and they do a lot with their fabrics to mitigate
“This year we’re carrying more base layers in our dye migration issues.”
retail store because the Sports Authority in town
Capitol Varsity Sports, Oxford, OH, has been an
closed. We’re keeping Under Armour well stocked institutional team dealer for 60 years and has seen
and expect to see an uptick at retail, at least tempo- changes not only in the performance products availrarily,” says Brown. “One Under Armour item that able, but in how they are bought and paid for. “We’ve
sells particularly well is the thicker, heavier weight chased dollars from schools for a lot of years,” says
ColdGear. We also carry a rack of A4 long sleeve owner Bob Fawley. “Now we get credit card payment
moisture management shirts at a much lower price in our online team stores before we order a product.
point.”
That can mean $1 million to $1.5 million upfront.”
From a value standpoint, he believes teams are
Performance apparel is a vital part of those online
better served by brands such as SanMar, Badger and team stores, which are proliferating because Amazon
Augusta, and 80 percent of his teams agree. “Most has made everyone accustomed to ordering online.
of my coaches are mindful of parents not wanting to “The challenge for dealers is to ensure that we make
spend $35 on a shirt. The rest are brand conscious it the seamless transaction we promise to coaches.
and want to make a statement with Under Armour,” We close the sale by a certain date and it’s incumbent on us to fulﬁll our promise,” says Fawley. “To
says Brown.
“What we often do a is put both Under Armour and populate the online team store with performance
a less expensive option in the team store, decorated apparel, we try to steer our teams toward particular
the same way, so the kids can have a choice about products. A big part of it is evaluating where you go
what they spend,” he explains. “We won’t go with to get support to back up your promise.”
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The ability to secure inventory is crucial for the
smooth operation of online stores. “In a perfect
world you know what you need six months ahead
and secure the inventory, but that’s not how this
business works,” says Fawley. “One of the industry’s
issues has been when product is made overseas.
When it’s out, vendors are unable to address a
problem. Badger is on target with their inventory
strategy. They’re setting up domestic production
for their most popular items so they’re in position
to solve problems. I would sleep better if I bought
everything that way.”
School purchases run the gamut between brand
and off-brand. “Some schools (or boosters) have the
dollars to pay for name brand. We try to be open and
honest with athletic directors and coaches about the
all-school deal from the big brands,” says Fawley.
“And the truth is that no one is given anything; it’s
simply locking up business with no
price checking.”
When teams opt for branded apparel,
he sells Under Armour and Adidas.
“The name brands have the advertising
money to create continual demand for
their products,” says Fawley. “If you are
an informed buyer, to get more bang
for the buck you’re probably buying
something else.”
Outside of the name brands, Fawley
focuses vendor selection around value,
quality and price. He recently toured
one of Badger’s plants to see its quality control ﬁrsthand. “We have a lot of
conﬁdence in what they’re doing on
the quality control end, with color to
control bleeding for example,” he says.
“When you get polyester performance
product for decorating, you want it to be colorfast,
with no bleeding issues. It’s been an ongoing experiment for us to ﬁnd the vendors who are reliable from
that standpoint.”
Manufacturers continually reﬁne fabrics for performance products and it is up to dealers to keep up on
all of the advances. “Football players are opting for
tights with the pads incorporated, so that the pants
are a shell. Some manufacturers are starting to offer
pants without the pad pockets, an acknowledgement
that the players are wearing something underneath
with pads,” notes Fawley. “I recently saw a new girdle
— I didn’t like the fabric initially but the inside was
totally different, comfortable and soft.”
Managing All of the Change
Change is a given, so the radar is always up. Fawkey
has noticed in recent sales a small transition away
from polyester/moisture management back to cotton
or cotton blends. “Maybe it’s a throwback thing,” he
says, referring to recent trends for retro looks.
Sav On Sporting Goods, Ogden, UT, sells to schools,
leagues and travel teams and ﬁnds demand varies
according to level of play. That means he sells a lot
of Under Armour on the brand side. “The fact that
they’ve been around 20 years surprises me,” says
owner Justin Nakaishi. “Where they are now, I’m
amazed by how many directions they’re going and
also that they haven’t been bought out yet.”
teaminsightmag.com
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In terms of volume his number one vendor is Badger,
along with A4, Holloway and High Five. “I appreciate
Badger’s quality in performance materials, including
their color consistency, how they control dye migration, and their pricing for a quality product. I also
appreciate their deep inventory,” he says.
“I’ve been to their facility and they have rolls of
material in-house, so that instead of waiting for a
container from overseas to get in, they can deal with
your shortage locally,” Nakaishi adds.
Base layer sales at Sav On differ by sport. “These
are all individual retail purchases for us because we
don’t have any team stores,” he says. “In football most
everyone has gone to the girdle with built-in pads.”
A stricter bidding process challenges sales to high
schools. “Ten years ago businesses within the city
limits qualiﬁed for a three percent variance on cost
to keep business local, but that’s no longer the case,
making it harder for us to secure that business,”
says Nakaishi.
He altered his approach to get more business from
competition teams. “Whereas the high school sale
meant jerseys and practice gear, the sale to competition teams means we supply the total order. We
provide everything, including uniform, base layers,
bags and equipment. We do team ﬁttings in our store,
order up pizza and drinks, and open our retail store to
them with a discount. In this case we get extra sales

of team shirts and hoodies from parents.”
Everything is performance and will continue in
that direction. “We don’t sell cotton or cotton blends
even at the most basic levels. Every team wants performance,” says Nakaishi. “As long as the material is
quality we have no issues with decorating. However,
some of the sublimated garments can be tricky and
more often we let the manufacturer to the decorating. Badger uses a special charcoal base layer before
decorating on sublimated fabrics.”
Circumstances being what they are, Hoosier
Sporting Goods, Columbus, IN, sells team spirit
wear and uniforms primarily to middle schools and
elementary schools. “Our two large high schools
are served by Adidas and Nike through BSN,” says
owner Michael Bodart.
On the uniform side, price and availability dictate where he sources performance wear. “We like
Alleson Athletic and Badger for the middle schools
and Augusta at the elementary level,” says Bodart.
“We deal with a lot of short turnaround times. At the
elementary schools we might get a call four months
ahead and if that’s the case we offer sublimation. But
it’s just as likely we get a panicky call saying they just
got out the old uniforms and they need new ones in
two weeks and we accommodate them.”
Bodart sees a more level playing ﬁeld for off-brand
vendors with strong quality and service. “The smaller

companies have improved quality, are priced competitively and perform nicely,” he says. “Vendors
continue to push the heck out of sublimation and
teams like the unlimited decorating locations with
no per color charge.”
In his retail store he carries SanMar performance
T-shirts, either decorated for the two main high
schools or blanks.
Base layers that include perfromance apparel
are sold mainly through spirit packs, through team,
league or club online stores or paper orders. “We
stay very involved in the process so there are fewer
issues,” says Bodart.
The coach or the person who comes in to set up the
order dictates what’s available in the store. He likes to
offer both higher and lower price points. “Generally
these packs include the choice of a traditional poly/
cotton and a performance garment, in long and short
sleeve T-shirts, crew sweatshirts and hoodies. We
like the SanMar PosiCharge tee with name, number
and logo,” he says.
Decorating on performance fabrics has become
easier. “Ten years ago we experienced problems with
inks bleeding as we adapted to the new polyester
fabrics,” says Bodart. “Now we use the polyester
inks, pay close attention to temperatures and we have
upgraded our equipment. But the biggest change is
in the garments themselves.” Q
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TEAM / WRESTLING

GRAPPLING FOR RESPECT
The future of wrestling depends on technology and participation.

T

h ere’s no doubt wrestling is challenging sport for everyone
involved – especially the wrestlers themselves, who toil for
hours in weight rooms and on practice mats for their shot at
glory. Joining them in the struggle are team dealers forced to
compete with online and specialty outlets for limited dollars,

Nill Pins
Down
Sales

NFHS
Grows
the
Game

vendors looking to innovate in a sport steeped in tradition, and governing bodies striving to position the sport for future growth. Here four
industry executives on the front lines of wrestling give their takes on the
state of the sport, its unique opportunities and challenges, what it will
take to grow the game and, of course, the future of the sport.

Randy Nill, Owner
Nill Bros. Sporting Goods / Kansas City, KS
State of the Game … “Wrestling is ﬂat in our area, but the spirit
wear and player packs continue to grow.”
Factors … “Most kids still go out for basketball at the youth
levels, so youth wrestling numbers are ﬂat or down, sometimes
because of travel involved in weekend tournaments and the allday Saturday tournament in general.”
Challenges … “The challenges we face are dealing with lots
of Rule 10 wrestling coaches, trying to ﬁnd out where they
work during the day so we can meet them and show product.
Wrestling is a little more chase business and not much early
order business.”
Opportunities … “The opportunities for team dealers are in

sublimated singlets, head gear, practice gear and spirit wear
and player packs. Also the disinfecting cleaners and sanitizers
are big in this MRSA, ring worm and impetigo world we live in.”
The Competition … “Our primary competition comes from
other team dealers, Internet sales and catalog companies selling
direct to schools.”
Key Products … “Sublimated singlets and practice gear, a new
headgear from Cliff Keen called the Fusion and disinfectant supplies lead the way, although there’s not much necessarily new.”
The Future … “I see wrestling remaining constant, staying fairly
steady, holding its own over the course of the next few years.
This is in our Kansas/Missouri market. There are plenty of great
states where wrestling is boss, like Ohio, Pennsylvania, Iowa,
Oklahoma, Minnesota, Michigan, New York and California. We’re
probably in the second tier of states.” Q

many large tournaments, making some wrestlers unable to wresElliot Hopkins, Director of Sports, Sanctioning and Student
Services, National Federation of State High School Associations tle in front of their home fans at school.”
Challenges … “Skin disease has always been and continues to
be of concern with students and their parents. Especially when
State of the Game … “While wrestling is growing at the collegiate level, we have major issues at the high school level. We are the new strategy is to have the wrestlers start taking preventadown in terms of participation. There are 14,741 fewer wrestlers tive antibiotics before an issue is discovered.”
Opportunities … “The opportunities are in equipment, uninow than there were in 2012-13.”
forms, warm-ups, and ear guards, especially for females.”
Growth … “High school is losing wrestlers. We are gaining in
The Future … “If the issues I have mentioned are not addressed,
numbers with girls, but it does not make up for the loss with
we are concerned nationally that wrestling numbers will conboys. There are 2500 to 3000 new female wrestlers each year.”
tinue to drop.” Q
Factors … “There are not enough home matches; there are too
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Challenges … “It has to be the ‘Johnny Come Lately’s,’ often
former wrestlers, who have decided to get into the business
and sell uniforms. Often they have low margins, low pricing and
are luring certain teams in with that despite a much inferior
product. Team dealers almost always win out with the level of
service they can and do provide. Also, the availability of wrestling coaches can sometimes be uncertain. Tracking them down
can often be a challenge. However once you do, if team dealers
take the time and effort to call on the wrestling coach they are
often rewarded with their business.”
Opportunities … “The advent of team stores and web stores
is a big opportunity. Coaches want to coach. They don’t often
want to handle the uniforms, the bundling and, most importantly, the handling and collecting of money. They love it when
dealers can put a team store up for them and they can then sit
back and coach their teams. I hear from more and more dealers
all the time taking advantage of this service.”
What Players Want … “Athletes like technology and wrestlers
are no exception. They crave, and deserve, the best fabrics
they can get. Performance fabrics are commonplace now, but
we push that envelope and work with our mills to develop innovative fabric technologies and sewing methods that aid in the
wrestler’s performance through increased comfort, compression and even protection from the elements of wrestling rooms
and gyms.”
Advice for Dealers … “Take the time and call on the wrestling
coach. If they’re difﬁcult to track down, try your best and make
the effort to ﬁnd who coaches certain local clubs, and put forth
Cliff Keen’s Fusion headgear combines the favorite featues of other CK
the effort to make sure they know you’re there for their needs.
ear guards and delivers a most comfortable and protective ear guard. Its
Coaches don’t want to worry about their gear; they want to
three-strap design provides a secure and comfortable ﬁt.
worry about coaching, so the more a dealer can take off their
plate, the happier they’ll be. In addition, make sure the coaches
know you have the best and most current lines and products.
Chad Clark, Senior Vice President, Cliff Keen Athletic
Most wrestling coaches know what they need. However, if a
dealer can upsell them into complementary products, they’ll
State of the Game … “The wrestling business is holding its
often bite. Items such as backpacks, custom headgear, ﬁght
own. There are pockets of the country, such as the Southeast,
shorts and workout tees are all items wrestling coaches look
Northeast and Southwest, where we see growth. But there are
for.”
some stagnant areas as well. Overall I would say our sport is
The Future … “The wrestling business is in for some good times
holding its own with strong participation.”
Factors … “As with other sports, there is a continuing emphasis ahead. There are pockets where it’s really growing and some
on quick custom delivery. We have invested a lot of resources in areas where it isn’t, so the key is ﬁnding those programs in your
time, money, people and equipment in speeding up our delivery area where you see growth. We’ll continue to see high school
wrestling participation have some modest growth in areas as
turn times. We feel very good about where we’ve come in this
more football coaches are seeing the beneﬁts of having their
area.”
Competition … “There are more and more competitors coming players wrestle. I even know a couple of hockey coaches here in
on to the scene who deal directly with clubs and schools, selling Michigan who have some of their players wrestling to help them
often much inferior product at low-ball prices. Those guys come gain core strength and explosiveness. There are many, many
beneﬁts to young athletes in wrestling. The more that people
and go and we’ve seen a lot of coaches come back after a bad
experience. Nevertheless, its something we seem to be combat- understand that and see that, the more we will see our sport
ﬂourish and grow.” Q
ing more than we’d like.”

Tim Pane, CEO/ Owner, MyHouse Sports Gear
State of the Game … “There is a steady growth in female
wrestlers, but a decline in male wrestlers participating in
the sport. We are hoping that the uniform rule change will
encourage more athletes to come out for the sport.”
Challenges … “One challenge a dealer may come across is
that customers are always looking for the latest trends. So
making sure you keep up with product research and what is
trending is important.”
Factors … “Business competition is popping up like crazy,
competitive pricing, and some teams are buying directly
overseas. Competitors are always moving into the wrestling
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space, so competitive pricing and teams buying directly overseas are the main factors that are impacting our business.”
Opportunities … “When a dealer is confident and knowledgeable in the products, they are able to assure the
customer they are making the best purchase.”
What Wrestlers Want … “Coaches and wrestlers are looking for durable, lightweight and comfortable. Youth clubs
are always asking for wild and crazy singlet and short
designs, while the older age groups like the clean-cut
appearance.”
Advice for Dealers … “Know every bit about your product
from start to finish so you are able to confidently sell the
product.” Q
teaminsightmag.com
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Faith in the Family
Gable Sporting Goods, Douglasville, GA

Celebrating Gable’s 50th anniversary are Kirk Gable (on end), Rome Smith (second row, red shirt) Sue and Jim Gable (holding
scissors), Bobby Smith (second row, sunglasses), Clark Gable (in suspenders) and Blaine Gable (far right).

A

rson, a shortened dental
career, watermelons and
a family member with a
movie star name have
all been a part of the 52-year history of Gable Sporting Goods in
Douglasville, GA. It hasn’t always
been a smooth ride, but a strong
faith in God and family has sustained this three generations of
team dealers.
It was back in 1965 that Jim Gable
and his wife, Sue, opened a store
with the help of a $2200 loan. The
store consisted of 1200-square feet
for retail and storage combined and
the husband and wife team were
open seven days a week from 4:30
am until 10:00 pm, just the two of
them selling hunting and ﬁshing
and decorating jerseys for local
ball teams by hand using individual
ﬂock lettering and an iron. They
would close for church on Sunday
and reopen after services. Their
children, Kirk and Hope, grew up
playing around the store.
A couple of years later Jim’s
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brother, Clark Gable, left a position
at Lockheed to buy into the company and begin G & G Wholesale,
a branch of Gable Sporting Goods.
The wholesale division at one
time was so large and did so much
importing that it used to sell to the
Rich’s department store. (While
Clark fully retired in 2006, Jim
still comes in at minimum three
days a week to call on wholesale
customers and walk through the
retail ﬂoor to see how everyone is
doing.)
The second generation came
along after Kirk Gable, Jim’s son,
went away to college to become a
dentist but soon realized that his
winning personality and charm
didn’t translate well into success
in college labs. So, he came back to
the store full time and was groomed
to one day take over for his father.
Jim’s son-in-law, Bobby Smith,
came to work at Gable’s in 1983
after choosing to leave a freezer
manufacturing company. Bobby
oversees the hunting/outdoorsman

retail division and Kirk manages
the team/athletic retail division.
Together, they bought out Jim and
Clark in 2006.
Kirk’s youngest son, Blaine Gable,
and Bobby’s son, Rome Smith,
have been inside the store literally
since infancy. Kirk even remembers
Blaine taking various vendor posters to school and selling them to
classmates.
Blaine has been assisting with
selling and decorating uniforms
and equipment to schools and colleges as well as learning the ins and
outs of running a sporting goods
business since working full time
at the store in 2009 after graduating with a business management
degree from Point University.
Bobby recalls when Rome was
in elementary school he would sell
watermelons in the store parking
lot that Jim purchased from the
local farmer’s market. Often his
grandfather would just let him keep
the money.
Rome has been in the store full

time since earning his degree in
business management from the
University of West Georgia in 2009.
He has been running the hunting/outdoors side, shadowing his
father to also learn the back end of
the business.
While the family transition from
generation to generation has gone
relatively smoothly, there were
some serious bumps in the road
along the way on the business
side. The low point came in 1972,
when a customer that owed the
store money threw gasoline under
the front door, hoping to burn the
ledger books since everything was
documented by hand in the daily
logs. Unfortunately for him, the one
desk that survived the ﬁre held the
ledger books. (He did serve time
for arson.)
This is a time when the family’s
strength came to the forefront, and
Jim and Clark were determined to
rebuild in the same location. Until
they could the two men sold sporting goods out of the back of their
cars.
“Being in a small town, everyone
knew each other,” recalls Kirk. “Our
customers, which were and still are
the biggest assets to this company,
rallied around them.” These customers kept stopping by making
small purchases out of the parking
lot so that Jim would be able to
meet his goal of never going one
day without a sale.
Eventually a larger store was
rebuilt and the site has gone
through two more expansions
to its current size of more than
40,000-square feet of retail and
warehousing. Gable now also offers
onsite screenprinting, embroidery
and sewing and what started as a
two-person operation in 1965 now
boasts 25 people on payroll, plus
three outside road salesmen just
for the team division.
Kirk Gable takes great pride in
the fact that the third-generation
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A SPECIAL REPORT ON FOUR TEAM DEALERS WORKING ON THEIR THIRD GENERATION OF FAMILY OWNERSHIP.

sporting goods retailer is selling to
third-generation customers. “The
idea is that if you win a customer,
you will win them for life and that is
true in the case of Gable’s,” he says.
The third generation of the family
has also positioned Gable for the
future, with Blaine and Rome leading the technology effort. “While
we have been a bit slow to change
because of operating for so long,
having the addition of Blaine and
Rome has helped breathe new life
into our company,” Kirk says. “They
are so in tune with technology and
social media that the store has been
able to transition into a force to be
reckoned with in regards to larger
retailers.”
Kirk and the rest of the family
are well aware of the pros and cons
of operating a family business, the
effects of which are perhaps felt
three-fold because three generations
are involved. But the positives far
outweigh the negatives, he says.
“The pros of a family-owned
business are that you trust your
partners and know that they have
trust in you to do what is right for
everyone,” Kirk says. “Another is
that you have ﬂexibility with your
hours because you know that the
store will still function and operate
as normal in your absence.”
The cons? “You try not to hurt
feelings about certain matters
because at the end of the day, you
are still family.”
The policy has always been
that store business stays at the
store — not at family gatherings, at
the dinner table or at the hunting
land. This work-life balance, along
with a strong faith -- all three generations are just as active within
their churches and they even host
a Bible study at the store once a
month that is open to coworkers,
customers, extended family and
friends – are the key reasons Gable
Sporting Goods has reached a third
teaminsightmag.com

generation.
Kirk believes that other small
businesses that have failed after
the ﬁrst generation usually do so
because they have a weak link somewhere — either they didn’t realize
how much actual work and loss of
personal time goes into growing
a successful business or that the
next generation saw how much selfsacriﬁce had to be committed, and
they weren’t willing to put forth the
effort.
“It ﬁlls the family with pride to
know that the company has lasted
over 50 years,” Kirk says. “All three
generations have had a desire to be
better and work harder than anyone
around them. That is why they have
succeeded for so long.”
The Gables believe that the best
thing about being a third-generation
company is having pride in knowing
that each generation has had a hand
in its success. The worst, Kirk says,
is that you carry the burden to succeed so that your family and your
employees’ families can continue
with their livelihood.
The thought of continuing the
family business is always a part of
the discussion, but it is not a topic
broached frequently. “While we
would be thrilled to see the store
continue to grow and the torch
passed to a fourth generation, it
isn’t going to be forced on anyone,”
Kirk says.
Pointing out that while Blaine and
Rome knew a long time ago that they
wanted to be a part of the family
business, Kirk and Bobby both have
other children that had other interests and they are successful in their
own right doing what they love.
So is there a fourth generation
ready to step in? Not quite, Kirk
says. “Since the oldest of the prospective fourth generation is only
four-years old, we will just let time
dictate how the story will continue
from here.” Q

Three generations at Gable
Sporting Goods (clockwise
from top left): Jim Gable, Kirk
Gable, Blaine Gable, Rome
Smith and Bobby Smith.
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Miller Time
Scholastic Sport Sales, Manlius, NY
The crew gathers
at the annual
Christmas party:
(back row, from left)
Kendrick Schnell,
Josh Miller, Matt
Miller, Justin Miller,
Steve Pulver, Cindy
Abdo, Larry Collins,
and Jeff Miller.
(Front row) Wendy
Miller, Pam Schnell,
Carla Randall and
Vicki Burdick.

O

ne day a few years back
two generations of the
Miller family took a road
trip from their ofﬁces in
upstate New York. The destination:
Boston, to pick up 144 soccer balls
from Brine in order to save some
shipping costs. But on the way
home – after a side trip to a Red
Sox game, of course – someone
looked out the back window of the
station wagon and saw red, white
and blue soccer balls bouncing
down the Massachusetts Turnpike.
It seems the boxes holding the
inﬂated balls on the roof weren’t
made to withstand such a journey.
While most of the bouncing balls
were eventually retrieved, it’s safe
to say that particular tale lives on
in family lore.
Obviously there have been
few missteps such as that and
many more successful days in
the 42-year history of Scholastic
Sport Sales, founded in April,
1974 in Cazenovia, NY, by Harvey
and Nancy Miller. The second
generation of their son, Jeff – now
president and majority owner
– and his wife, Wendy (in charge
of accounts payable), joined the
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family business in 1978. Now their
sons are taking the mantle —
Joshua, who started full-time in
2007, is VP-sales; Justin, who began
in 2011 in its afﬁliated screenprinting business, is VP-marketing
and operations; and Matthew has
worked in the screening and numbering business since 2011.
Scholastic took shape when
Harvey was working in Syracuse
for a sporting goods dealer as a
team sales rep. His mother-in-law
saw how much he enjoyed what he
was doing and gave him $10,000 to
start his own business. The husband and wife team were the only
two employees for the ﬁrst four
years and it operated out of their
house, with an old garage around
the corner serving as the warehouse and a 600-square-foot retail
store in the village of Cazenovia
completing the triangle.
“Operating out of three locations
was certainly not a very efﬁcient
way to run the business, but we
found a way to make it work,”
recalls Jeff. In 1992 the family
purchased a 25,000-square-foot
building in neighboring Manlius
and today the business occupies

10,000-square feet at that location,
with the remaining space rented
out.
The family business expanded
back in 2004, when Jeff and
Wendy’s niece, Pam, and her husband. Kendrick, left sunny San
Diego and moved their two small
children and dog to upstate New
York to set up a silk screening and
embroidery shop in their building.
Scholastic has grown to 12
employees and, after initially being
a member of Athletic Dealers of
America, today is a member of
Sports Inc. With retirement looming in the near future for Jeff and
Wendy, the third generation of
Joshua, Justin and Matthew have
become the face of Scholastic
Sports Sales. Jeff is conﬁdent they
have what it takes to thrive as a
third-generation team dealer.
Jeff stresses that while Scholastic
is a successful third-generation
dealer today, the transition from
the ﬁrst to the second generation
was fraught with unexpected challenges that at times could have
derailed the family legacy.
“Going from the ﬁrst to the
second generation was ﬁlled with

a lot of tears and heartache,” he
recalls, a process that unfortunately has left some family scars
to this day. “A lot was learned from
the trials and tribulations from that
ﬁrst succession, which hopefully
will help with future successions in
years to come,” he says.
One of those lessons is to maintain the passion for the business
that goes beyond what non-family
members could expect to contribute. Harvey recalls one year
delivering a jacket on Christmas
Eve to a customer a long drive
away. Playing Santa Claus like that
doesn’t always happen in a business without a family legacy.
“The main reason that the business has been able to survive is
by having the second and third
generation members take on the
same passion and dedication as
the founder, father, grandfather,
Harvey Miller,” says Jeff.
Harvey says that the secret
to the success of a family-run
business is “to realize that each
generation has resources to contribute towards the success of the
business. You have to make them a
part of the team,” he says.
teaminsightmag.com

That’s not to say the Millers are
afraid to get some outside help.
“We have invested a lot of time and
money in hiring professionals to
guide us through the challenges of
having a successful business succession plan,” Jeff adds.
All of the investment has paid
off, he asserts. “The best thing
about a family-owned business is
the pride and satisfaction that we
get watching the hard work that
family members and employees
put in,” Jeff continues. “It provides
Wendy and I the opportunity to
spend a lot of time with our sons
— our friends do not have that
beneﬁt.”
Jeff believes that third-generation businesses are rare because
each generation tends to look
at the family business as an

entitlement versus an opportunity.
That never happened at Scholastic.
“You have to have a certain
passion and work ethic for a family-run business to be successful,”
he says. “If you feel entitlement,
the necessary drive is not always
there.”
Obviously, he admits, even with
that passion and commitment
there remain many challenges,
especially when family members
do not agree. And although the
Millers make a strong and sincere
effort to control their emotions,
“there are times when things
get louder than they should,” he
admits. “Fortunately with the
proper attitudes, disagreements
are minimal. It is very important for each family member to
understand each other as fellow

employees, as well as family. There
are strengths and weaknesses in all
people, family is not excluded.”
“You need enthusiasm and
desire from each generation,” adds
Harvey, pointing out that it certainly helps when one generation
has a growing, thriving business to
pass along.
Will that passion be passed on
to a fourth generation? That, says
Jeff, is way too early to tell because
the oldest fourth generation
member is only three-years old.
“We have not yet given any
thought to the business carrying
on to a fourth generation because
we have been 100 percent focused
on the third generation succeeding,” he says. “The Miller family
is continuing to push Scholastic
Sports Sales into the future.” Q

Wendy and Jeff Miller were
featured in a trade magazine
article highlighting the upstate
New York team dealer.
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Rocky Mountain Highlight
Garretson’s Sport Center, Greely, CO

T

he story of Garretson’s
Sports began, simply
enough, with a phone call
from a local sporting goods
store to Zeke Garretson – who at
the time was a high school coach
– asking him if he wanted to buy
a business called Bill’s Sporting
Goods, in nearby Sterling, CO.
Over the mild objections of his
father, who nonetheless loaned
him $5000 to start the business,
Zeke began a ﬁve-decade, threegeneration business that is still
going strong 52 years later in
Greely, CO.
Zeke, now 81 years old, has
been joined in the business by his
son, Todd (56), who started working at the store in the ribbon and
trophy department at age 12 and
has worked in every area for the
last 45 years, and Zeke’s grandson
and Todd’s son, Tyler (32). In addition to the three men, Todd’s wife,
Cheri, has been involved since
1983, and Tyler’s wife, Morgan,
remains active in the business. Of
course, Zeke’s wife, Maurine, was
instrumental in the start-up back
in 1965.
At that time, Zeke and Maurine
were the only employees in a
building that consisted of a small
back room and a tiny bathroom.
As was typical of many small
team dealers in those early days,
Maurine ran the store while Zeke
was on the road calling on local
high schools. The store inventory
included Converse Chuck Taylors,
socks, jocks, T-shirts, bats, gloves
balls and a few guns in a small display case.
“They didn’t have a cash register, they had a metal cash box, and
they had to ﬁt shoes on the ﬂoor,”
recalls Todd. “I believe they also
sold a bottled cleaner called Swipe
to supplement sales.”
As the business grew
Garretson’s moved next door
and expanded its inventory to
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Three generations of Garretsons: Tyler, Zeke and Todd, and perhaps a fourth
generation sneaking into the picture. Below: a retail look at Garretson’s.

golf, tennis and more guns, along
with adding some decorating
capabilities.
In 1970, Garretson’s moved again
to a two-story, 15,000-square-foot
building and expanded to include
cameras and ﬁlm processing and

trophies. The inventory included
all sports, plus a warehouse
for storage and team sports.
Garretson’s assured its dominant
local position by buying out the
only other sporting goods store in
town and hiring the store manager

and several of its employees.
Then in 1974, with more than
25 employees, Garretson’s moved
again to a large car dealership
building a few blocks away and
redid it in brick with a big brass
ﬁreplace in front. With this growth
came expansion into hunting, ﬁshing, screenprinting, engraving and
all retail and team sports. Later, a
smaller second store was opened
in Fort Morgan, CO.
Still the moves continued for
a business looking for growth. In
1983, it moved the Sterling store
to Greeley, CO, and in 1986 it
relocated to a three-story older
building and remodeled again,
all the time maintaining a similar
layout and inventory and operating as a full-line sporting goods
store and team dealer.
In 1999, Garretson’s again refurbished a 25,000-square-foot car
dealership building and expanded
the business from downtown to
the growing west side of town.
Today Garretson’s, a member of
Nation’s Best Sports buying group,
has 22 employees (six of which
have been with it for more than
25 years) and sells every team
sport, as well as hunting, ﬁshing,
casual clothing, golf and tennis,
along with in-house screenprinting, embroidery, chenille and
laser engraving. It even has an
archery lane and batting cage.
Four roadmen call on schools and
businesses.
“We have had all the main
competitors come and go over
the years – Dave Cook, Sports
Authority, Dick’s, Scheels – and
have managed to thrive,” boasts
Todd, not without justiﬁcation.
And it does it even with closing
on Sundays. “My grandpa always
said, ‘if you can’t make in six days,
you can’t make it in seven.’ Our
employees appreciate that.”
Through it all, Garretson’s has
maintained a distinctly family feel,
teaminsightmag.com

one of the reasons Todd gives
for its ability to survive for three
generations. “We celebrate every
birthday with homemade cakes
and singing,” he says. “We play a
lot of jokes on each other.”
It doesn’t hurt that Zeke, Tyler
and Todd are all very competitive.
“We all think we are the best athlete as well as the best salesman,”
Todd says. “We might argue like
crazy with each other, even might
be mad at each other, but at six
o’clock we can all go out to eat
and be friends.”
He also attributes the company’s
longevity to the Garretson family’s
faith in God and Jesus Christ. “We
know He is the reason we have
survived and if we are to continue,
it’s up to Him,” Todd says.
But he does not sugarcoat the
challenges inherent in a family

operating a business for three generations. “The pro is family — the
con is family,” he says, pointing
out that while they all certainly
get along well enough, sometimes
there is a strain.
“You can be ﬂexible and leave
for family events and games, but
you also have to be at the store a
lot,” he points out. “We all usually
work six days a week and we don’t
take lunches. But if something
comes up, or you have a game,
you can leave. That’s the trade off.
You also know that we will always
do what is best for the company
because it has our name on the
building.”
He acknowledges that the
family members do talk business
all the time. “Some times we talk
too much, but everything we do
centers around the business,” he

“It doesn’t happen very
often to have a thirdgeneration business that
makes it past 50 years. We
are a close family and enjoy
working together.”
adds. “Family gatherings, games,
you name it — something is
always mentioned that involves
the business.”
But he, Zeke and Tyler would
have it no other way. “The best
thing is the pride that comes
from hard work and hoping you
have someone to continue in the
business,” Todd says. “It doesn’t
happen very often to have a
third-generation business that
makes it past 50 years. We are a
close family and enjoy working
together.”

Todd feels that most businesses
don’t make it to third generation
because the family members lose
interest, or it’s just not their thing.
“We all happen to like sports,
selling and competition and we
can get along with each other. We
don’t get our feelings hurt. That is
huge when working together.”
Is there a fourth generation waiting in the wings? You can never
tell, Todd says.
“In a perfect world, Tyler’s son
or sons would take over the business,” he says. “We want to keep
going as long as it is God’s will.
“If we had to sell, we all feel we
could make it in another business
since we are conﬁdent in our abilities,” he adds, “but it would be
hard to change what we have done
for most or all of our adult lives.
This business is in our blood.” Q
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A Passion for the Team Business
Kelly’s Sports, West Chester, PA

Early Kelly’s Sports in West Chester, PA (above); some mid-1980’s trade press for the family-owned dealer.

T

o look at him today, you
would think Steve Kelly,
Jr. – one of the most
respected and successful independent team dealers in
America – always toed the line
while working and learning the
ropes at Kelly’s Sports, the family
business founded by his grandfather and grandmother in 1972.
Apparently not.
Steve tells the story of back
when he was a teenager and for
some reason he decided that
he would bleach his hair — this
was, after all, during the Eminem
era. Apparently his grandmother,
Addy, saw him with his new hairstyle at the store that day but
didn’t say anything, so he ﬁgured
he was in the clear.
Steve picks up the story that
is part of Kelly family lore. “I
thought all was good, but the next
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morning she showed up at our
house at 6 a.m., woke me up and
told me I had to change it back or
I wouldn’t be allowed to work.”
He promptly dyed it back
and went to work to continue
the three generations of Kelly’s
Sports. “In the end my bleached
hair lasted less than 24 hours,” he
recalls.
Such is the life of a familyowned business, where the
personal often meets the professional and everyone knows who is
in charge. In this case, it was certainly Addy, who along with her
husband – Steve’s grandfather,
Alvy – opened the business in
West Chester, PA, as a retail store
in a strip mall.
Today Steve Kelly, Sr., Addy
and Alvy’s son, runs the show as
president and owner. While Addy
is deceased, Alvy is technically

retired but comes in to the shop
every day to drink coffee and say
hi to everyone. (Interestingly,
Kelly’s could even be considered
a fourth generation company,

since Steve Jr’s. great-grandparents worked for business.)
As it expanded into team sales
it also grew its physical operations and today Kelly’s works out
of a 35,000-square-foot facility.
Last summer Kelly’s purchased
the building next door and
opened a 13,000-square-foot
print/embroidery facility.
Through it all Kelly’s, a member
of the Sports, Inc. buying group,
has thrived in the highly competitive Philadelphia-area market with
a commitment to family values
and “putting the customer ﬁrst.”
Steve, Jr. says being a close-knit
business committed to preserving
the family legacy has more than a
little to do with its success. It certainly has its pros and cons.
“Being family-run allows us to
remain ﬂexible in business,” he
stresses. “It also puts a face with
a company, someone you can call
and talk to, or see out at events.”
But he advises against younger
generations getting into the business as a sense of entitlement. It
has to be about more than that,
he points out. “It has to be your
passion. Just don’t do it because
it is your family’s business.”
Being involved in a thirdgeneration company also gives
him signiﬁcant pride in what the
family has accomplished. “I hear
a lot of stories, unprovoked, from
people I run into about how my
grandparents or dad went above
and beyond to help them out,”
he says. “It is an amazing thing
to hear people talk about your
family in such high esteem.”
As with other third-generation
family businesses, the future is
uncertain as to where it goes
from here. “We are excited about
the future and the potential we
have to grow in our own area and
beyond,” says Steve. “I certainly
hope one day we will have a
fourth generation.” Q
teaminsightmag.com
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he collective ‘Calls to Action’ have
been sounded from all corners of the
U.S. Americans need to move and
participate in physical activities more. With
rising healthcare costs, sedentary youth and the
aging ‘Baby Boomer’ population, the health of
today’s increasingly connected Americans and
the entire sporting goods industry is at stake.
Traction is taking hold with new strategies
to combat the issue being laid out in
Washington, New Orleans and Denver. Still,
as Jim Baugh, the founder of nonprofit PHIT
America, relentlessly points out, this is not
a one brand, one company or one industry
dilemma. All must take heed.
In Washington, D.C., U.S. Surgeon General
Dr. Vivek Murthy has unveiled a national
fitness program focused on walking that
promotes both the activity and the concept
of more walkable communities in America.
A recent U.S. study contends 2 ½ hours of
moderate weekly exercise can extend an
individual’s life by more than seven years.
Olympic softball champion Jennie Finch,
speaking on a panel with NFL Commissioner
Roger Goodell and orthopedic surgeon Dr.
James Andrews, said, “Sport is the answer to a
lot of problems we have in society today.”

Companies are getting behind PHIT
America’s Increase Participation Plan (IPP)
and its joint initiative with the SFIA to award
GO! Grants to communities with programs to
get more than 50,000 children moving more in
its first year. Still, more industry donations are
needed for the initiatives second year in 2016.
Saucony is continuing its decade-long
mission to fight childhood obesity, which has
awarded more than $1 million to schools and
community groups, with its latest round of
Saucony Run For Good Foundation grants.
Nike, among additional initiatives, is backing a
Shape America (Society of Health and Physical
Educators) enterprise that wants well-designed
health and physical education programs in
place that meet a guideline of 60 minutes of
daily physical activity.
The Sports Authority is teaming with
Under Armour to reward its loyalty rewards
members for completing physical activity
through the UA-owned MapMyFitness
platform. The first challenge, “Back on
Track,” based on logging three workouts or
10 miles in a week, has commenced.
Maybe all Americans should commit to
getting ‘Back on Track,’ for their own health
and the health of the nation. Q
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Tony Armand, CEO of
United Sports Brands
Armand is leading this new
company, created after
the April merger of Shock
Doctor and McDavid and
a management-led buyout
with Bregal Partners. USB
products are sold in more
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in North America and in
75 countries.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE / ADVERTISEMENT
High Five

Soccer Jersey
High Five Sportswear introduces along with their 2017
Soccer catalog the new Ionic Jersey. This unique jersey offers sublimated micromesh shoulders and side
panels that not only look great but add breathability.
Available in 12 eye-catching colors in adult and youth
sizing. high5sportswear.com

Reusch

Keeper Glove
Reusch’s Supreme glove has added the Duraloop
that provides an additional layer of its G2 Ultrasoft
foam, along with additional foam over the wristband
area that gives the keeper additional control of the ball
when distributing.

FSG America

Private Label Uniforms
FSG America is changing the sublimation uniform and
apparel business. Instead dealers needing to go overseas to source uniforms and develop lines the overseas
supplier has come to them. FSG America is the North
American ofﬁce of Fancy Sports Gear which is the
leading supplier of sublimated uniforms in China. FSG
America has a fully developed line of sublimated uniforms which are “private labeled” for every dealer and
offered on a delivered and duty paid basis. This makes
the program easy for all dealers to implement regardless of size and gives them access to incredibly high
quality uniforms at an “overseas” price. What really
sets FSG apart from other sublimation suppliers is also
a guaranteed delivery program, double saturation inks
and the fact that the factory is ISO9001 quality certiﬁed.
Contact FSG America for a complete private labeled
catalog of all sports and apparel. The image shown is of
FSG America’s Elite Football jersey – a top seller!
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Uni-Sport

Stahls’

Sports Attack

HDT Transfer
Uni-Sport’s new innovation, HDT-Transfer adds a new
dimension to your brand. Our specialty custom embellishments will bring the highest dimensional print quality
and deﬁnition to your team design. Exceptional wash
and color fastness and durability properties. Applies to
high performance athletic fabric polyester, poly-blend,
Tri-blend, cotton, and cotton Blend.

Thermo-Film
The number one choice for full-contact sports,
Thermo-Film offers a semi-gloss ﬁnish that’s durable,
abrasion-resistant and provides superior opacity
to inhibit dye migration on brightly-colored or sublimated polyester. Stahls’ Thermo-Film is available
by the roll and in popular Stahls’ services, including Pre-Cut and Pre-Spaced Letters & Numbers.
tinyurl.com/stahls-highlight-ﬁlm

Game Gear

Jaypro

OrderMyGear

World Cup Anchor
This Jaypro Sports exclusive soccer goal counterweight is ideal to use where in-ground anchoring
devices are not appropriate. Tank design allows
for 50pounds of concrete, 39 pounds of sand or
24 pounds of water. Fits over any round or ﬂat rear
crossbar and is bright yellow for visibility and safety.
Hard plastic shell will not crack and is designed to be
stackable for easy storage. www.jaypro.com

Bulk Order Stores
Coaches and other institutional order decision makers browse a special view of a shared online catalog
to place a bulk order for equipment or other products
directly to you by Purchase Order.

Wrestling Singlets and
Fight Shorts
Game Gear offers full custom sublimated singlets in
two unique fabrics — SS
(sleek stretch) and PS
(power stretch). In addition it
offers ﬁve-, six- and seveninch custom inseams with
traditional and racer back
cuts allowing each member of the team to choose
what they like. Game Gear
also offers full custom sublimated ﬁght shorts in a light
weight, durable fabric called
SW (stretch weave).

Pearsox

MyHouse Sports Gear

Football Machine
The Snap Attack provides precise repetitions of gamelike variability of passed, kicked, punted or snapped
balls in every practice from high schools to the NFL.
Throwing head pivots to throw punts, left- or righthanded spirals or kick-offs more than 100 yards. Instant recovery allows rapid drills and combinations.
www.Sportsattack.com

Bison

Legend Sock
Pearsox is proud to introduce the ﬁrst of its series, the
Knee High Legend sock. This high-performance moisture management sock is composed of acrylic, nylon
and performance elastic, resulting in a top-of-the-line
antimicrobial performance sock. The knee high Legend
series socks are constructed with an ergonomic design,
breathable mesh instep, arch support, ankle support
and reinforced heel and toe.

Custom Fight Shorts
Choose custom embroidered Fight Shorts in team
colors with team logo (two Options: with or without
side panels). Or pick from a variety of MyHOUSE
Fight Short templates; fully sublimated with a choice
of team colors and team logo

Shock Doctor

A4

Unisport

Women’s Basketball Mouthguard
Shock Doctor, now the ofﬁcial mouthguard of the NBA,
has introduced a women’s-speciﬁc version of its basketball mouthguard. This new clear mouthguard with a
hint of pink better accommodates the size of the female
jaw. A new clear version with a blue tint is also available
in men’s and youth sizes.
www.shockdoctor.com

Water Resistant Jacket
The N4263 Force water resistant jacket features a
woven polyester shell with micromesh inside. Also
features a drawcord that locks at waist and neck,
two-front zippered pockets, adjustable Velcro cuffs.
It is water resistant, stain release and odor resistant.
Moisture management for all-season comfort.

Pro-Weave 3DX
Combining latest trends in sublimation as well as fabric design, Uni-Sport continues to lead with innovative compound heat transfers. For superlative service:
sales@uni-sport.com

Portable Basketball System
Bison now offers a T-Rex portable basketball system
for every level of play. With the 2016 addition of the TRex Arena with an eight-foot safe play area and T-Rex
International (10-feet, 8-inches), the full line-up features
top-of-the-line technology that makes raising, lowering, and storage of portables simple, safe and fast.

teaminsightmag.com

Nokona

Baseball Glove
Nokona’s elite performance, ready-for-play, positionspeciﬁc series, the X2 Elite is made with top-grain
Stampede Steerhide and Kangaroo leathers, so that
minimal break-in is needed, but the glove has great
structure and maintains its shape. A perfect combination of top quality and high performance.

Stahls’

Hotronix Sports Ball Heat Press
Create awards and memorabilia using single color or
full color heat transfer vinyl on synthetic leather footballs, volleyballs, basketballs, and soccer balls. Visit
tinyurl.com/stahls-ball to learn more.

Cliff Keen

Badger

SanMar

Fusion Headgear
The Cliff Keen Fusion Headgear combines all of the favorite features of other top-selling Cliff Keen ear guards,
and delivers the most comfortable and protective ear
guard for wrestlers. Its 3-Strap design provides for a secure and comfortable ﬁt. The soft yet protective closed
cell foam is based on the revolutionary design of its original best-selling foam ear guard patented in 1958 and it
features a super-light and pliable inner shell made from
state-of-the-art materials for a stronger, lighter headgear
that is built to last.

Vent Back Tee
The new Badger Performance Vent Back Tee provides maximum ventilation for a cool, comfortable
feel. This features its new tiny-holed mesh fabric on
the entire back with its B-Core 100 percent polyester moisture management/antimicrobial fabric on the
front and sport shoulder. Available in six team colors,
adult and youth sizes. www.BadgerSport.com

Champro

2XU

3N2

Uniform
The new Mark uniform features a raglan sleeve with
Interlock polyester fabric. A two-color mitered v-neck
and contrast piping set this uniform apart. The jersey
comes in 17 colors so you can outﬁt an entire league.
champrosports.com

Recovery Compression
The latest addition to the 2XU (“Two Times You”)
compression line is its Power Recovery collection.
Featuring tights and socks, this is the ultimate recovery product for athletes looking to return to their peak
performance in the fastest time possible.

Baseball Cleats
With every step, a splash of color. The iridescent Shimmerstep logo on the 3N2 LO-PRO makes an undeniable impact on the diamond, while an advanced midsole and 9-spike cleat conﬁguration provide pro-level
performance and the ride of a running shoe. Make every trip around the bases a trip around the spectrum.

Wind Jacket
The new Sport-Tek Ladies Heather Colorblock Raglan
Hooded Wind Jacket LST40 features a heather print
that gives this water-resistant wind jacket a sporty, energized look. 100 percent polyester shell, 100 percent
polyester mesh body and hood lining and 100 percent
polyester woven sleeve lining.
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Tio Volor Sitemol Upta Ann to
NBA Trophy Makes the Show ...
Being a licensee with the NBA has it
beneﬁts, as Alleson Athletic illustrated
at the recent BSN Sports annual sales
meeting in Nashville, TN. Alleson
president Todd Levine (left) and national
sales manager John Lavelle brought
LeBron’s NBA Championship trophy to
the meeting to stir up some excitement,
but had to return it after the event.

A Compression Line We Like ...
Team dealers can now offer
compression gear in team colors with a
new custom 2XU compression program
that allows teams and individuals to
choose between multiple fabric, print
and ﬂatlock stitch colors to design their
own look. The UX collection features
13 gender-speciﬁc SKUs across tights,
shorts, tops, arm and calf guards, so
teams can now create their own unique
compression look to closely match
team colors and uniforms.
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product marketing. Stocking was
previously with sports sensor
startup Zepp Labs. Based in
Chicago, Stocking will oversee Axe
Bat’s technical product marketing, contribute to research and
development and work closely with
professional players, organizations
and development partners.
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BSN Acquires Two More

InkSoft Offers Web Store
As part of a major redesign of
its online store engine scheduled
for release in January, InkSoft has
been unveiling updated, enhanced
web store creation capabilities.
The revised process will provide
the ability for InkSoft users to
create an online store quicker and
more easily using a new step-bystep interface. It features a list of
steps to complete, from assigning
the store name and privacy settings through production schedule
options and shipping to check-out
settings and terms of use.

BSN Sports recently completed
the acquisition of two of the team
industry’s leading dealers in separate deals.
Most recently this month, BSN
acquired Marlow Sports, based
in Forestville, MD. Marlow Sports,
serving team customers since
1964, is a leading team dealer in
Gared Makes Two Moves
Maryland, Northern Virginia and
Gared North America has added
the District of Columbia.
Mark Cicotte to its U.S. and Canada
Previously, BSN had acquired
team to focus on working with the
Steadman’s Sports Center, based
company’s established team dealer
in Bossier City, LA, in late 2016.
network. He takes over for Eric
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Flowers, who is moving to manage
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the company’s sales and service
leading distributor of team apparel
specialty market.
and equipment in the northwest
region of Louisiana.
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coming soon

CUSTOMIZE YOUR LOOK. Create your own team page
where you can order shoes and design custom uniforms, training
gear, and coach apparel. Visit newbalanceteam.com

